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ABSTRACT

This report deals witT, developments in understanding

adhesive fracture as related to structural bonds and composite

materials. Both fracture mechanics based considerations as well

as material related aspects are considered experimentally.

One thrust of the program dealt with the detailed

measurements of the crack opening profile of a crack at a

polymer-rigid (glass) interface. Very high resolution optical

interferometry allowed a careful examination of the linearity

response of the displacements in the fracture-critical area.

The surprising result was that even at average strains across

the bond line (in shear and in bond-normal deformation) on the

order of 0.2% significant deviation from linear response is

readily apparent.

Crack propagation at the adherend-adhesive interface under

combined shear and normal loading of the bond follows a criterion

which states that crack growth proceeds at a given rate as long

as the displacement components tangential (t) and normal (n)

to the bond line combine (vectorially) to an absolute displacement

s (s = /Etn 7 ). For the case of infinitesimal deformations this

criterion reduces to the energy release rate argument of linear

fracture mechanics.

In view of the need to better understand the effect of

moisture and temperature on the time dependence of adhesions and
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matrix materials hygrothermoviscoelastic behavior of two

materials was studied. Resolution of apparently complex

material behavior was accomplished through a "free volume"

argument for the material behavior. Based on this result the

idea was close at hand that mechanical dilatation at relatively

high stresses could lead to non-linear viscoelastic behavior,

a concept that was born out with surprising accuracy in an

analytical and experimental study. Description of pertinent

(non-trivial) equipment developments round out this report.
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I INTRODUCTION

The past two decades have seen a large increase in the

use of polymers in aerospace structures. Today the, perhaps,

most visible application of structural polymers is in fiber

composites. Problems which root strictly in the polymeric

nature of the matrix material and (Kevlar) fibers have been

fully recognized only rather recently, namely creep as affected

by temperature and/or moisture ingression. The application of

elastomeric polymers to particulate composites (solid propellant

rocket fuels) somewhat preceedes the fiber composite materials,

but basic problems in understanding their deformation and

fracture response as needed in the integrity analysis of rocket

motors is even less adequate than that for fiber reinforced

(rigid) polymers.

Use of (rigid) polymers in structural bonding is much

older than their application in the just mentioned examples.

Although adhesively bonded aerospace structures offer decided

advantages over those fabricated with conventional fastening

methods (fatigue resistance, weight and potential cost savings

in fabrication their reliability has been somewhat less than

acceptable. However, adhesive bonds are not inherently un-
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reliable. Rather, analysis methods of the past have not been

geared to deal with the special (viscoelastic) properties of

the adhesive and their influence on the failure process. Because

of this lack of understanding the failure behavior has appeared

erratic. One purpose of our investigations was, therefore,

to better ellucidate the influence qf the various material

properties involved in forming the bond, regardless of whether

this bond relates to a structural bond, to adhesion between

fiber and matrix in fiber reinforced epoxies, or to adhesion

between aluminum and ammoniumperchlorate particles in solid

propellants.

Beyond these more generic interests in bond failure

several more specific questions motivated this work:

The first question relates to how the viscoelasticity in

the adhesive effects the time dependence of the unbonding

process. The second one concerns the effect of loading (bond

normal and shear) on this time dependent failure process.

Specifically, as a result of observing that bonds tend to be

disproportionately stronger in shear than in tension, one wonders

whether it is primarily the local bond-normal stresses at the

crack tip that are responsible for failure propagation. Moreover

if second order or non-linear effects were present in the crack

tip displacement field they might be important contributors to
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discrepancies between (simple) analyses and experience.

These questions are especially pertinent in view of the

fact that it is - with few exceptions - common practice to

restrict analyses to the limitations of the linear theory of

elasticity. Because of this limitation and the lack of a

careful scrutiny of this application it was deemed necessary

to carefully examine this question experimentally.

As a guide in that examination of time dependent bond

separation we draw on the failure behavior of monolithic visco-

elastic solids. The theory for viscoelastic fracture [1,2] was

developed prior to inception of this program and establishes

the interrelation of geometric, material and loading parameters

in their effect on the rate of crack propagation. The major

difference between in interfacial and monolithic crack growth

consists in involving two material properties, one of which is

normally considered to be elastic (that of the adherend). The

source and significance of viscoelastic behavior remains un-

altered and the inherent strength of the bond is characterized

by a rate and time independent fracture energy.

Because the viscoelastic failure theory involves a

primary dependence of crackgrowth on the creep behavior of the

adhesive, this program payed close attention to material

characterization under different thermal and moisture conditions.

This material characterization effort was developed partially in
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conjunction with a DOE program, and evolved then into a careful

initial characterization of an adhesive extensively used in

Airforce structures, namely FM73. Extension of that work

produced advances in the description of non-linear viscoelastic

behavior which work was accomplished in conjunction with an ONR

funded effort.

The total work under this present contract dealt thus with

several interrelated areas:

1) Adhesion studies with distinct attention focused on

a) non-linear effects in interface separation
b) Viscoelastic or time dependent effects in the rate

of interface crack growth.

2) Hygrothermoviscoelastic characterization of polyvinyl-

acetate (PVAc) and structural adhesive, FM73 under

a) small deformations and

b) into the non linear range;

3) Preparations for work on fatigue crack behavior in

structural adhesives and composites.

In support of these investigations major pieces of

equipment were developed or redesigned, namely a

1) Bond line straining apparatus which could control

displacements on the order of 1/4 rm.

2) Precision creep torsiometer (second design) and inter-

faced with microprocessor for semi automatic data

reduction.

3) Servohydraulic testing facility for fatigue studies;

1~.
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for cost-reasons this system was designed and assembled

in house.

Most of these areas of endeavor have been previously

summarized in reports or papers published or submitted for

publication. It appears somewhat superfluous to repeat these

developments here in detail. Instead, we shall summarize the

pertinent developments in this final report and attach the earlier

reports as appendices for detail reference. We hope that the

presentation of the important accomplishments will thus gain in

clearity.

All through this work we were very conscious of the need to

interact with the user, either within Airforce personnel or with

industrial researchers. We have therefore made a concerted effort

of promulgating our results to technology users. These coupling

activities are reported here also.

Finally we list the educational benefits derived from this

program at the end of this report, as well as the reports

documenting work done partially or totally under this contract.
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II SUMMARY OF RESULTS

We delineate here the results or accomplishments in the

three major areas indicated in the introduction. Because these

studies required a considerable amount of specialized equipment

for time dependent studies of material behavior we report these

special developments here. The use of that equipment in the two

areas of a) material characterization and b) adhesion studies

is then reported in a summary manner. Because all this work has

been documented in previous reports it shall suffice for the

present purposes to highlight these developments here and to

relegate details to those documents which are appended as parts

of this report.

1) EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION

a) Creeptorsiometer. In order to characterize the visco-

elastic behavior of polymers, and of adhesives in particular, it

is necessary to determine relaxation or creep response. This may

be accomplished in either a shear or elongational deformation

mode. After years of experimentation with various arrangements

we constructed an experimental torisometer which measures shear

creep in torsional deformation. This experimental device was

perfected and reduced to a tool for standard operation with

automatic data reduction via a microprocessor. Its salient

features are described in Appendix A without the microprocessor

addition.
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The most important aspect of its successful operation is

the use of air bearings to support all moving parts in addition

to close temperature and moisture control capability during

prolonged test periods (in excess of 48 hrs).

This apparatus became the basis of several refined creep

measurements at different temperatures and under different

humidity conditions which ultimately led us to the development of

the non-linear viscoelastic theory as described under Subsection

2) later on. Moreover, measurements on the Airforce adhesive

FM73 were carefully carried out to support the AFML program at

GD/Fort Worth.

b) Thermomechanical loading device. A major design

challenge arose with regard to prescribing and controlling

displacements on a bonded joint at the micrometer level. The

objective here was to

1) measure the separation of the flanks of an interfacial

crack between one adherend and the adhesive to an acuracy of at

least one micron;

2) prescribe the relative displacements across a butt

joint having a 20 mil bond line thickness, also to within at

least one micron.

Only two means were found adequate to those requirements,

namely optical interferomentry and displacement generation

through thermally controlled expansion and contraction of steel

actuators. Control of these small, thermally induced displacements
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needed to be accomplished through a Michelson interferometer

pick-up, the output of which was fed to a microprocessor which

in turn would compare the signal with a pre-specified one and

adjust the temperature of the actuators. The operational principle

is much like that of a servo-hydraulic testing machine, except

that instead of a fluid heat is used as the displacement

controller to achieve accurate prescription of the extremely

small displacements.

This apparatus which worked very well is described in

Appendix B documentation of its use is summarized under sub-

heading 3 below.

c) Hydraulic loading device for fatigue studies. In order

to study the fatigue failure of adhesively bonded joints and of

the adhesive itself it was necessary to purchase or develop a

displacement or load controlled straining device which permitted

prescription of displacements far in excess of those allowed by

the thermal device described under b) above. There existed the

choice of developing a motor driven device for a special (limited)

test geometries and for limited deformation history, or to develop

a more versatile apparatus which could more readily be adapted to

different test geometries and different strain or load histories.

In view of the importance of time or rate dependence in the fatigue

process of structural polymers it seemed exceedingly important

to allow for a device that is very flexible with respect to the

prescription of load or deformation histories.
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That flexibility is provided most suitably by servo-hydrau-

lic test machines. For this reason it was decided to construct

a servo-hydraulic loading device (SLD) patterned after the MTS

system. The purchase of such complete system was impossible

because of limited funds. However, since the biggest portion of

the expense covers the electronic controls the use of the already

available microprocessor for that purpose scaled down the estimated

cost considerable. The hardware for the system was therefore

purchased piecemeal from suppliers to MTS at considerable savings.

This loading system, shown in figure 1 is now operational.

A simplified hydraulic and electrical schematic of this device

is presented in fig. 2. The mechanical portions of the SLD are

contained in three basic modules:

1) the hydraulic power supply,

2) a flow control module containing valving, accumulators

and filters, and

3) the load frame, to which the servovalve, actuator, load

cell and LDVT are attached.

The hydraulic power supply (Miller Fluid Power Corp.,

Model 66) incorporates a 20 HP electric motor, a positive

displacement pump rated 11.6 GPM at 2670 psi and a 40 gal. reser-

voir. In anticipation of the heat dissipation requirements

associated with performing fatigue tests over protracted periods

of time, this power unit was ordered modified to include a four

pass heat exchanger. Cooling water flow is controlled by a
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thermally activated water control valve which is set to open when

the hydraulic fluid temperature reaches 125 0F. We have further

modified the power supply by the addition of a thermal switch

which will cause shut-down if the hydraulic fluid temperature

should exceed 145°F.

The flow control module contains all the hydraulic circuit

elements necessary for both the pressure line to and return line

from the servovalve. In the pressure line a 3/4 gallon nitrogen

charged bladder type accumulator will act both as a shock

absorber and as a source of reserve volume flow, necessary for

applying large displacement "step" loading. A solenoid-operated

directional control valve permits either direct flow at rated

power supply output to the servovalve, or flow at pressures as

low as 75 psi (due to the pressure reducing valve); the latter

option will provide a "smooth start-up' feature for the SLD. A

1-quart accumulator, placed in the return line to protect the

return line filter from hydraulic transient overpressures, is

located in the flow control module, as are the high and low

pressure filters.

The load frame (MTS Systems Corp., Model 312.21A-01) which

is rated at 22,000 lbs., has been fitted with a double rod end

hydraulic cylinder (Miller Fluid Power Corp., Model 53R) which

was modified to attach an LVDT probe and accommodate the LVDT

case (G.L. Vollins Corp., Model LMT 711P32) in a 6-inch deep hole

provided in the lower end of the rod. The LVDT case is supported
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by a housing which is rigidly attached to the actuator body. A

servovalve (Moog, Inc., Model A076-233) which is rated for 10 GPM

at 3000 psi is mounted on the loading frame. The close proximity

of the servovalve to the actuator is desirable for maximum high

frequency system response. Anticipating fatigue studies on

polymeric specimens at relatively low load levels we purchased a

load cell (Strainstert Co., Model FFL [1.8/+1.2] which is fatigue

rated at 1200 lbs. This facility has been checked out and is

now fully operational for future fatigue studies.

2) MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

Several aspects of material behavior are important in

this context: creep behavior under small and large strains as

well as the influence of temperature and moisture, when applied

separately and combined. This section summarizes the most important

results.

a) Properties of Polyvinylacetate (PVAc). This material has

a glass transition temperature of about 300C. For this reason it

is an ideal material for investigating phenomena that occur in

the vicinity of the glass transition. Initially the material was

used in this program to check out the operation of the creep-

torsiometer because we were familiar with the manufacture of

flawless specimens. However, it turned out that in the course of

subsequent measurements features developed that lead to investi-
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gating its properties further as model investigations for

structural polymers. Notable amongst these are the similar

behavior of this model polymer under changes of temperature

and water content. The following results emerged:

i) PVAc is thermorheologically simple, and within all

measurements made is so through the glass transition

region. This is new information since most investigations

of thermorheological behavior are limited to the

temperature range above the glass transition. The shift

factor for thermorheological behavior exhibits, however,

a break in slope at the glass transition temperature

when plotted as a function of temperature. The knowledge

of this behavior is needed in order to cope with

residual stresses resulting from the cure process.

ii) PVAc is hygrorheologically simple at temperatures below

transition (not measured above Tg, since that domain is

not very interesting for structural purposes); a well

defined shift factor for various moisture contents

resulted.

iii) The volume change resulting from different temperature

changes and those resulting from different moisture

contents were measured.

iv) When the shift factors for thermal and for moisture

variations were plotted against relative volume change

associated with temperature and moisture change the

same shift factors were obtained.
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v) This last result indicated that a free volume concept

could explain combined effects of moisture and

temperature changes in structural polymers.

These results are presented in more detail in Appendix C.

b) Non-linear Viscoelastic Response Resulting from Free

Volume Change

Recall that under a) above the viscoelastic or time

dependent response depends on the (free) volume change regardless

as to whether that change is caused by temperature or by moisture.

That observation immediately precipitates the idea that visco-

elastic behavior should be affected if stress-induced volume

changes occur. Such an effect is tantamount to saying that non-

linearly viscoelastic effects should result.

This idea was pursued analytically and experimentally,

details being given in Appendix D. Briefly, the Doolittle

equation relating the shift factor to the free volume is used

to incorporate the (free) volume dependence on the isotropic

component of the stress tensor (average positive or negative

pressure). The resulting volume dilatation increases then with

stress and, correspondingly the higher the stress level the

more the relaxation or creep behavior is affected. Specifically,

at higher stresses the creep rate is accelerated and thus strain

accumulates faster than at lower stress levels.
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The detailed exposition in Appendix D and comparison of

computation with tests on PVAc are augmented by additional

comparisons of computation with tests on loading-unloading cycles

shown in graphs at the end of Appendix D. Clearly a very large

amount of hysteresis is generated as a result of the non-linearly

viscoelastic behavior when compared to the nearly negligible

energy loss in the linearly viscoelastic solid.

These results are of importance in fatigue considerations,

where the material at the crack tip experiences high stresses

and consequently non-linear material response; under repetitive

loading significant heating is expected at the crack tip.

c) Thermomechanical Properties of FM-73

Although many structural adhesives are in use in aircraft

construction, FM-73 enjoys some advantages over most, in that it

appears to possess a relatively large time scale of near constant

properties, as well as relatively stable behavior under moisture

ingression (slow diffusion of water). FM-73 was used in the PABST

Program and is a mainstay of several Airforce (AFML) programs on

bonding.

For this reason it appeared very desirable to participate

in the material characterization effort through careful measure-

ments. This characterization process is ongoing, especially with

respect to moisture related behavior. Here we record only the

characteristics obtained to date:

i) The creep behavior of FM-73 in shear follows standard

viscoelastic behavior; it cannot be represented by a

power law as has been claimed (see fig.4 in Appendix A).
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ii) The coefficient of thermal expansion is well behaved

with a fairly narrow transition range, both in the dry

and in the wet state. Above 100°C water vaporization

causes a rapid increase in volume (or linear) expansion.

Since water in molecular form and quantities does not

exhibit such both response we conclude that water

enters the polymer in micropores large enough to allow

water response as if it were in bulk (see figure 3).

iii) A 2x4x.040 inch sheet of FM-73 has been immersed in

distilled water for nearly two months at a time.

Figure 4 presents the weight gain data from this

experiment. In addition, figure 4 also depicts the

moisture take-up predicted by Fick's law for a final

weight gain of 1.8%, 2.0%, 2.2%, and 2.4% with corre-

sponding diffusion constants selected so that agreement

with the initial (i.e. linear) portion of the experi-

mental diffusion curve is obtained. The differences

between our experimental results and the Fick's law

predictions after times corresponding to 200 hour /in.

are indicative of water absorbing process more compli-

cated than classical diffusion. The results of moisture

take-up tests on much thinner (less than .010-inch

thick) sheets of FMI-73 are also shown in figure

These tests were conducted in an environmental chamber

at an average relative humidity of 68% and an average

temperature of 32.5 0 C. Due to the small specimen

ji:
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thickness, equilibrium is reached in several hours.

The relative brevity of these tests evidently precludes

the significant participation of mechanisms other than

classical diffusion in the absorption process;

this is indicated by the good agreement between the

experimental data and Fick's law. Figure 4 also shows

moisture take-up for FM-73 as determined at the

Materials Research Laboratory of General Dynamics

Corporation ; these data exhibit strongly non-Fickean

behavior.

3) STUDIES IN THE MECHANICS OF ADHESION FAILURE

In this section we report on experiments designed to

clarify the importance of

a) non-linear deformation effects in the description of

interfacial bond failure and

b) the effect of bond-normal and bond-tangential loading

on the rate of interfacial crack growth.

The basic apparatus used in these studies was already

reviewed in section Ib and in Appendix B. Besides discussing

here the results on measurements of the bond separation

profiles, non-linear deformations at the crack front and rate

effects in disbonding, we also emphasize here the need for

extremely careful specimen preparation in order not to obscure

~E E E~ E ~ I I l El 1111
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the interferometric measurements by aberrations due to poor

specimen manufacture. Details on specimen preparation are also

included in Appendix B.

a) Bond Separation Profiles

As stated earlier it was the purpose of this experimental

effort to examine the bond fracture behavior as much as possible

without reliance on analyses that depended on assumptions of

constitutive behavior or/and infinitesimal deformations.

Correspondingly, the experiments relied to the greatest extent

possible on measured displacements of the adherends and of the

crack surfaces. This approach guarantees that

i) the linear proportionality between crack surface

displacements on the one hand and the applied displacements

on the other are readily examined without recourse to

(linear) elasticity analysis, and

ii) The crack propagation behavior is related to a measured

displacement (field) near or at the front of the crack

rather than to a computed quantity such as a stress

intensity factor.

The results of the examination of the non-linear response of

crack tip displacements to displacements applied to the adherends

are given in detail in Appendix E. Suffice it for now to summarize

those findings here.

The measurement technique based on optical interferometry

allowed only determination of the separation of the crack flanks.

SL
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Thus, whether adherend displacements were prescribed normal or

tangential to the bond line, only the opening displacement across

the crack are measured. When the adherend displacement is normal

to the bond line the crack-opening displacement is in the same

direction; however, if the adherend displacements are parallel

to the bond line then the measured crack opening displacement is

normal to the applied displacement and, correspondingly smaller

than in the former case. However, we can infer from the reletive

magnitude of the two sets of measurements, what the relative

magnitude of bond-parallel displacements is across the crack when

the adherends are displaced normal to the bond line.

It was truely surprising how readily non-linear deformation

effects became apparent. In bond testing it is not unusual to

impose relative adherend displacements that correspond to several

(tens) percent average strain across the bond thickness, and

50-100 percent near failure is not uncommon. We find that at

0.2 percent (1) average strain across the bond line one observes

4 readily apparent non-linear behavior, and the non-linear behavior

is then on the order of 10-20 percent, becoming a substantially

larger portion with increasing average strain across the bond

line (see Appendix E).

This finding casts significant doubt on the manyfold bond

fracture investigations based on small deformation and linearized

analyses. It is thus likely that many of the poorly explained

discrepancies between theory and tests are ultimately tractable

to an inadequate analysis of the true test situation.
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b) Rate Effects in Disbonding

When viscoelastic (polymeric) bonding agents are

employediailure will, in general, be a time dependent process.

The failure growth rate will then depend on both the time history

of loading and on the time dependent properties of the bonding

agent(s). It was with this idea in mind that the servo-controlled

thermal straining device was constructed.

Apart from the time history of loading one needs to ask

how type of loading, i.e. the combination of bond-normal and bond-

tangential loading affects the rate of unbonding. Alternately.

a criterion of unbonding must answer the question: What combination

of tangential and normal loads will result in a given rate of

unbonding.

We attempted to answer that criterion question in several

ways. The first idea examined was whether the opening displacement

at the crack front determines the rate of crack growth: it did

not do so uniquely. The alternate question was raised as to whether

the gradient of the crack opening displacement at the crack front

would control crack growth: It did not . In both these cases

considered, the attempted criteria undervalued the significance

of the local shear deformation.

Finally, the description of the crack growth process was

best accomplished in terms of the local crack tip displacements

when they are combined vectorically. Specifically, if the size

of the vector displacement, derived from the components parallel

and normal to the bond line, attains a certain value the crack
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will grow at a fixed rate. In the limit of small strains this

criterion reduces to the energy release rate criterion of

linear fracture mechanics.

Because the experimental study supplied only bond-normal

displacements the evaluation of that criterion is subject to some

clarification. The experimental study showed how well the linearized

theory predicted the bond-normal displacements. If bond-parallel

displacements were computed from the linearized theory one would

expect differences from the true values with comparable accuracy.

If one thus uses bond-parallel displacements computed from the

linearized theory one should expect datacompliance within the

same accuracy underlying the linear estimate. That this observation

is true is shown in more detail in Appendix E.

..... p.
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III COUPLING ACTIVITIES

Interaction with researchers at industr4 al and other

academic institutions are important and informative. We were

very conscious of the need for interaction, both to receive

pertinent information and to disseminate information developed

under this (and related) programs. Initially, while the program

was concerned with equipment development such interaction was

relatively small.

The present effort found its natural industrial counterpart

in several AFML-funded programs on bonding mechanics at General

Dynamics in the Fort Worth Division. Many crossfertilizing

concepts and stimuli for detailed investigations resulted from

that contact: so, for example the need for the careful mechanical,

thermal and moisture characterization of FM-73 (see discussion

under 2 above).

Partially because of the involvement in this program the

P.I. participated as a team leader in the review of the Mechanics

effort at the AF Material Laboratory at the Wright Aeronautical

Laboratories in Dayton, Ohio (1977).

An additional coupling activity resulted from the visit

of Dr. A.F. Grandt then of the AFML, to our research group. While

at Caltech Dr. Grandt did research on fatigue crack growth.

Beyond these in-depth activities with other Airforce

sponsored programs our staff participated in numerous meetings

and paper presentations:
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1) Mechanics of Composites 1977, 1978, 1980

Bergamo Center Dayton

(presentations 1977, 1978)

2) Adhesion Society Meeting, Savannah Georgia 1978, 1980

paper presentations

3) Society of Civil Engineers, Engineering

Mechanics Division

(presentation of invited paper, Aug. 1979)

4) Ohio State University, Mechanical Engineering

(paper presentation, Feb. 1980)

5) American Physical Society, March Meeting

in New York City N.Y. 1980

6) Society of Experimental Stress Analysis

presentation of two papers, May 1980

7) Gordon Research Conference on Elastomers

invited paper, July 1980

8) Gordon Research Conference on Adhesion

invited paper August 1980

9) Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univ.

Mechanical Engineering Department, Nov. 1980

10) Corning Glass Works

Du Pont, Experimental Station

(research review on bonding) Nov. 1980

11) University of Houston

Mechanical Engineering, Feb. 1981
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IV EDUCATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

This research program has produced an excellent PhD

graduate K.M. Liechti. After completing his studies Dr. Liechti

joined the Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics where he is

involved primarily in two Airforce programs on bonding. His

contribution to those programs is significant. In particular,

Dr. Liechti is examining under one of those AFML sponsored

programs the applicability of the VCOD criterion under fatigue

type loading. On the second AFML sponsored program Dr. Liechti

is investigating the applicability of the non-linear constitutive

model developed here (and documented in Appendix D) to FM-73 for

incorporation into a finite element code for viscoelastic stress

analyses of structural bonds.

Besides the P.I. a Senior Research fellow, Dr. V.H. Kenner,

was associated with the program for two years. Dr. Kenner joined

the faculty of Ohio State University last year. A further Senior

Research fellow Dr. M.C. Gupta was instrumental in getting the

work of FM-73 started. He is now employed at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory.

As students several individuals contributed to the program;

in turn, some received their research experiences on this program

which started them on the road towards their PhD studies

(indicated by an asterix behind their name):

'I
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Samuel Chang(*)

Igor Emri(*)

Bernd von Bernstorff(*)

Peters Maarten

Michael Chen (instrumental in computer software-micro-

processor work)

IC
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Fig. I Servo-hydraulic loading device

Fig. 2 Schematic of Servo-hydraulic loading device

Fig. 3 Thermal expansion of FM-73

Fig. 4 Moisture diffusion characteristics in FM-73
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Fig. 3. Thermal Expansion of FM-73.
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I Introduction

All structural work involving time dependent behavior of polymers

requires careful viscoelastic material characterization. While in principle

such characterization is straightforward, in practice considerable effort is

required to produce reliable measurements. The only alternative to the

expense of purchasing high quality equipment is the in-house construction

of reliable instrumentation. In this paper we describe a relatively simple

apparatus appropriate for material characterization in refined engineering

analyses and present material properties measured with it on a structural

polymer.

A strong reason for measuring viscoelastic properties in torsion is

the direct need for shear properties in viscoelastic stress analyses where

one requires, in general, two material functions, commonly the shear and the

bulk, or volumetric behavior. Since the latter response typically varies

much less over the glass-to-rubber transition than the former, one is often

justified in approximating the bulk modulus as constant. In that event the

shear behavior characterizes the viscoelasticity of the material completely.

This is also true if one may assume that Poisson's ratio is constant as, for

example, near either the rubbery or the glassy end of the time spectrum.

A second advantage of torsional creep testing involves specimen

gripping. If material testing is to be accomplished under conditions that

are unfavorable to the use of attached strain gages, e.g., soft materials or

sizeable temperature or humidity variations, relative displacement of the

specimen grips must serve to determine strains. The errors associated with

grip slippage are more easily avoided for torsion than tension tests due to

inherently lower gripping forces in the former case.

Accordingly, we describe here the mechanical aspects of a creep

torsiometer which is relatively easy co construct and use. We note here
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that our instrument, designed with the objective of simplifying the testing

of time-depend engineering materials, is at once both larger, by roughly

two orders of magnitude, and less sensitive, by about the same amount, than

torsiometers devised for investigations in polymer plastics where greater

emphasis is given to the molecular (rather than the continuum) point of view.

Following the description of the torsiometer we provide an example

of shear characterization for a commercial bonding agent, FM-731. These data

we then analyze in terms of time-temperature trade-off below and around the

apparent glass transition temperature.

By far, most time-temperature relations are investigated above the

glass transition, with little if any systematic data being available on a

nearly similar scale for the corresponding behavior below the glass transition.

We therefore examine to what extent such a time-temperature trade-off can be

accomplished in that structurally important temperature regime. In this

context it is particularly interesting to note that for the structural adhesive

studied this time-temperature relation conforms well to unique thermo-

rheological simplicity even though the material is a two-phase (rubber filled)

polymer.

II Description of the Creep Torsiometer

The essential elements of the creep torsiometer mechanism are

depicted schematically in fig. 1 and a photograph of this apparatus with

supporting structure is shown in fig. 2. The upper end of the creep specimen

is held in a fixed grip which, prior to clamping to the upper clamp support

post A, may be adjusted vertically as required by specimen length. The lower

end of the specimen is held by the active grip, which is attached to the main

shaft atop the main shaft thrust disk D. Both grips are constructed to

tightly clamp a 14.29-mm (9/16-inch)-diameter cylindrical surface. This
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assembly reacts to both downward axial and radial loads through air bearings,

the fixed surfaces of which are comprised of the inside diameter of the main

shaft housing Q and a disk-shaped depression in the upper surface of the

test chamber base R (fig. 2). Although specimen length changes will occur as

a result of temperature variation or as a secondary deformation associated

with twisting, neither of these effects have been of consequence in torsiometer

creep tests to date. Tightening the gripping screws while the specimen

temperature was at the high end of the range to be studied precluded specimen

buckling due to thermal expansion; slight specimen shortening associated with

cooling is accommodated by the main air bearing. Twist angles were never

greater than 0.16 radians and the associated length changes proved unnotice-

able. The loading torque is applied to the specimen via the main shaft at

the loading pulley H. Two threads fastened to this pulley run over two

weight pulleys on air bearings and are attached to the two weights L, which

are in turn connected to the load cranks K (fig. 1). By selectively utilizing

the loading cranks a positive, negative, or zero torque may be applied to the

specimen.

The angular motion of the main shaft is monitored through a circum-

ferentially grooved displacement follower J, which rests against and is driven

by the rubber-covered friction disk F, attachrd to the lower end of the main

shaft E. The follower is connected by follower arms G to an air-bearing-

supported shaft M carrying the core of an LVDT, 0. Thus, rotational motion

of the main shaft is converted to rectilinear motion of the follower and the

LVDT probe. The LVDT air bearing S as well as the LVDT body N are located

in a single support block T which may be leveled by a 40 thread per inch

(1.57 thread per millimeter) levelling screw U (fig. 2). Threaded extensions

of the follower arms protrude through the LVDT core support shaft and permit

the attachment of two counter weights P diametrically opposed to the follower
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arms. This allows the LVDT shaft assembly to float in its air bearing with

the follower arms G oriented vertically so that the displacement follower is

free of the friction disk; levelling of the LVDT shaft assembly may then be

effected by adjusting the inclination of the support block with the levelling

screw. A micrometer head V located behind the LVDT core support shaft provides

both for accurate positioning of this shaft, thus insuring that the LVDT

operates in its linear range, and for calibration of the displacement trans-

duction system.

The main shaft housing is attached to a levelled plate W. This

plate is situated on three base-supported levelling pads X which also permit

in-plane motion of the level plate to locate the main shaft housing, which

protrudes through a hole in the bottom of a temperature-control cabinet

(Missimers, Inc., Model FT-3.2). The main shaft housing also carries a test

chamber which surrounds the specimen but which is located entirely within

the Missimers cabinet. This inner test chamber is constructed of 25 to 38 mm

(1 to 1.5 in.)-thick metal walls as thermal mass in order to allow close

temperature control of the specimen. The compressed air supply for the main

shaft air bearing, a portion of which is ultimately vented into the inner

test chamber, passes through a coiled copper heat exchanger tube interior to

the temperature-control cabinet prior to entering the air bearing supply

passage-way which is located in the test chamber base. The configuration

described provides for essentially complete mechanical isolation of the

torsiometer loading and rotation sensing components from the temperature-

control (Missimers) cabinet. Furthermore, the high heat capacitance of the

massive test chamber provides a highly stable test temperature, which is

measured by a thermocouple and/or a mercury thermometer which protrudes

through a hole in the top of the test chamber.
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III Calibration of the Torsiometer

In order to establish the accuracy and limitations of the

torsiometer, it was necessary to determine sources of error and their

influence. A series of simple tests to accomplish this goal was conducted

on the completed torsiometer.

1) Minimum torque sensitivity ("sticking"). Although air bearings

are practically frictionless the motion of the torsiometer involves a small

energy loss through the deformation occurring in the rubber covering of the

friction disk at its contact with the displacement follower rod. While

this effect may be minimized by minimizing the tracking force exerted by the

displacement follower, frequency (time) response requirements place a practical

lower limit on the acceptable tracking force. Thus a certain amount of friction

or "sticking" is unavoidable. Without specimen but with the displacement

follower in place on the friction disk, the torsiometer was first balanced

using the levelling screw. Then the torque "deadband" was established by

determining the rotation of the levelling screw required to produce motion

in either direction. Since the mass of the LVDT shaft and follower and the

geometry of the system are known, the gravity force arising from the change

in inclination and hence the torque applied to the friction disk are easily

calculable. The "deadband" torque was found to be less than t 3.7 x 10-6 Nm

(33 x 10-6 lb in.).

It was found that although motion occurred as just described, a

"potential well" effect existed wherein, once bal-ance of the torsiometer had

been established, this equilibrium position became preferred. A torque

greater than the "deadband" torque to cause perceptible motion was required

to produce motion through the complete range of LVDT, + 2.54 mm (0.1 in.).

The "potential well" torque was determined to be approximately 2.7 x 10- 5 Nm

(240 x 10- 6 lb in.). This value was verified by direct loading: After

iA
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balancing, the application of a 4.9 x 10- 4 N (1.1 x 10-4 lb) weight was

sufficient to cause full range motions; this weight generates a torque of

2.5 x 10- 5 Nm (220 x 10-6 lb in.). The potential well effect is associated

with a viscoelastic settling of the LVDT follower into the rubber layer

covering the friction disk. This potential well may be reduced: By placing

one counterweight on the LVDT shaft, and thus reducing the tracking force

between follower and friction disk from 0.21 N (0.047 lb) to 0.04 N (0.009 lb),

the torque change associated with travel through the entire LVDT range was

reduced to a value of + 1.92 x 10- 6 Nm (- 17 x 10- 6 lb in.). However, because

tracking characteristics under initial loading in this configuration were only

marginally satisfactory, all creep tests are run without such counterweights.

In order to explore the possible effect of electromagnetically

induced forces arising at the LVDT probe, the LVDT shaft with counterweights

in place, was balanced and the effects of energizing the LVDT examined. In

this configuration, which was the most sensitive encountered, a gravity

force change of 7.3 x 10- 5 N (1.6 x 10- 5 ib) along the LVDT axis (applied via

the levelling screw) gave rise to a complete reversal of motion. However, the

effect of LVDT energization on balance was not discernable, indicating that

electromagnetic forces on the LVDT probe are insignificant in the present

apparatus.

2) Twist angle resolution and repeatability. The LVDT stroke of

2.54 mm (0.1 in.) corresponded to + 10 V electrical output. Since the

friction disk has a radius of 25.4 - 0.06 mm (l + .0025 in.), the maximum

specimen twist angle measurable is - 0.1 radian. Because the LVDT itself

imposes no lower resolution limit, such a limit is determined either by the

electronics utilized for read-out or by the fidelity inherent in the LVDT

drive mechanism. Here the latter item was found to be limiting. To evaluate

this limit an arm was fixed to the torsiometer main shaft at the lower



specimen grip such that its motion was limited by the inner cabinet wall,

which served as a stop and thus defined a particular main shaft orientation.

With the displacement measuring system activated, the main shaft was rotated,

so that the LVDT moved through its stroke, and was then returned to the stop.

Repeatability of the LVDT output voltage was always within 1 mv, corresponding

to an angle of less than 10 radians.

3) Frequency response limitations. The apparent coefficient of

friction between the displacement follower and the friction disk was found to

be approximately 1.1; along with the known masses and geometry this allows

one to calculate that the follower will begin to slip at a frequency of

approximately 8 Hertz. For comparison we note that in creep tests, the load

is applied smoothly over a period of about 3 seconds with the aid of the

loading crank. Tests with a 0.991 mm (0.039 in.) diameter steel specimen

were conducted which confirm that no slip in the displacement measuring

system occurs when this loading technique is employed.

4) Test chamber temperature control. After thermal equilibrium has

been achieved in the test chamber, a process which takes approximately three

hours, the test temperature is maintained indefinitely within ± 1/200C (tested

for a period of more than 24 hours). The temperature control cabinet is

stated to permit temperatures from -730C to 121 0 C.

5) Specimen geometry. Several different specimen geometries have

been utilized in the torsiometer to date. In one case the "dumbbell" shaped

specimen consisted of 7.94 mm (5/16-inch) diameter by 51 mm (2-inch) long

gage section with 14.29 mm (9/16-inch) diameter ends which were clamped in

the torsiometer grips. In a second instance a 14.29 mm (9/16-inch) diameter

cylinder (of a highly compliant material) was bonded to aluminum end pieces

of the same diameter, which were then gripped. In the experiments described

in the sequel strip specimens were accommodated to the torsiometer grips with

J-
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tightly fitting aluminum adaptor pieces. For the last two configurations the

aluminum cylinders are easily fixed in the grips to prohibit any slipping and,

furthermore, their great stiffness compared to the test materials renders

them effectively rigid so that the relative rotation between the grips is, for

all practical purposes, exactly that of the gage section ends. The first

specimen configuration does deform somewhat in the gripped ends. The stresses,

strains and displacements for this configuration were evaluated using an

axisymmetric finite element code . The ratio of gage-length relative

rotation to total rotation between the grips was found to be 0.94; this factor

may be applied to the data as a correction.

IV Fabrication and Creep Testing of FM-73M Adhesive

In its as-received form, FM-73M adhesive* consists of a soft,

sticky layer approximately 0.13 mm (0.005 in.) thick. Successive layers of

this material were pressed together under vacuum to form a 102 mm (4 in.)

by 102 mm (4 in.) plate of uncured FM-73M. This was then cured at a

temperature of 2500C for one hour; the cured plate had a thickness of

1.30 mm (0.051 in.). Strip specimens 9.53 mm (0.375 in.) wide and 102 mm

(4 in.) long were then machined from the plate and stored at ambient condi-

tions, approximately 200 C and 50% relative humidity.

Four hemicylindrical aluminum adaptor pieces, each with a

rectangular groove in the flat coaxial surface, which was slightly less

than half of the specimen thickness, were fitted (snugly) in pairs at

either end of the specimen; this accommodated the strip specimens to the

cylindrical torsiometer grips. The gage length for the specimen was

taken to be the length between the aluminum adapting pieces; this length

was measured as 62.2 mm (2.45 in.) for the data reported in the sequel.

The entire sequence of creep tests reported below was conducted without

*American Cyanamid Company FN-73M neat, i.e., no scrim cloth.
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once removing the specimen from the torsiometer. This was accomplished over

a period of 10 days during which time the specimen chamber rem:ined at or

below a relative humidity of 15%. This low humidity level was maintained by

the continuous exhausting of dry air into the test chamber via the main air

bearing, which always remained activated.

Creep tests were conducted at temperatures extending from 20.5 C to

101.30 C. The applied torque ranged from 2.61 x 10- 3 Nm (23.1 x 10- 3 lb in.)

for the coolest run, to 6.22 x 10-4 Nm (5.51 x 10- 3 lb in.) for the warmest

run, respectively. The effect of previous runs was minimized by always

allowing a sufficient time interval between runs so that the recovery creep

was not discernible on the pre-load baseline of the strip chart record. The

load direction for consecutive runs (on the same specimen) was always arranged

so as to minimize potentially cumulative creep strains.

V Master Creep Curve

Figure 3 presents plots of the creep compliance J(t) obtained for

various test temperatures. J(t) is determined from the formula*

J(t) = y(t) = k 1 (2a)
3 (2b) 0(t)

T TL

where a is the thickness, b the width, e(t) the time dependent twist angle for

the specimen whose length is L and to which torque T is applied. The parameter

k, depends on the ratio - and is tabulated in ref. 3; T denotes the shear stress
a

and y(t) the time dependent shear strain. The creep curves of fig. 3 have been

combined to produce a master creep curve for FM-73. These curves were first

shifted vertically (ref. 4) by a factor b t = 
.

, where T is the absolute
To '

temperature of the test and To is the absolute reference temperature, taken as

*Since FM-73M is relatively compliant and since the cross-section of the specimen
is non-circular, it is necessary to check that secondary stresses and their

effects are insignificant. It turns out that for the test geometry and small
deformations encountered the classical theory of elasticity may be used to
calculate the stress and strain distribution (ref. 2); the maximum shear strain
encountered in the present experiment was 0.34%.
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293.50K (20.50 C). The vertically shifted curves were then shifted horizontally

to visually produce a "best smoothness" curve, which is presented in fig. 4.

It appears that the material is reasonably well characterized as a

thermo-rheologically simple material, in spite of the fact that it is a two-

phase solid. The reason for this behavior is probably that the included phase

is rubbery at all test temperatures and responds little to increases in temper-

ature when compared with the response of the matrix solid. The corresponding

horizontal shift factor, aT relative to a temperature of 20.50 C is plotted in

fig. 5. The error bars on this figure represent the possible shifting error

6log aT corresponding to a representative error of t 2% in J(t). With refer-

ence to fig. 6, one establishes easily that this error can be determined from
aT A log

6log a = 26log J(t)- A log t (2)
T A log J(t)

VI Analytical Representation of Test Results

For computational purposes it is desirable and sometimes mandatory to

have an analytical representation of the experimental data. Such representations

can and have been achieved in different ways 5, the most prominent ones for

engineering application being the discrete spectral representation (Prony

series) and the power law for the relaxation of creep properties. Schapery 6

has suggested that below the glass transition temperature a power law repres-

entation may be appropriate for the tensile creep compliance which, for the

shear compliance, would be in the form

t n
J(t) = J(T) + A( n (3)

where J (t) is a function of temperature only. It turns out that such a power
o

law fit does not represent our data well at all, as shown in fig. 4 for two

sets of constants. In contrast the discrete spectral representation
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J(t 0 = + iJi(1 - 1t/Ti) (4)
1=1

gives a close representation as shown in fig. 4 for the coefficients Ji and

Ti(at 20.5°C) shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Coefficients for the discrete spectral
representation shown in fig. 4.

Jo =1.264 x 10-9 m2/N
o2

i Ti (sec) Ji (m2 IN)

101 4.06 x 10-11
2 6 x 10 4.35 x 10_i 13 6 x 103  4.64 x 10_i1

4 6 x 10 . 45.08 x 10_11

5 6 x 10 5.66 x 10 1 1

6 x 10 6.53 x 1 - 1 1

7 6 x 108 7.55 x 10-11
8 6 x 109 8.71 x 10- 10
9 6 x 1010 1.16 x 10- 10

10 6 x I011 1.60 x 1010
11 6 x 1012 2.47 x 10-10

12 6 x 1013 3.70 x 10-10
13 6 x 1014 5.44 x 10-10
14 6 x 1015 8.10 x 10-10
15 6 x 1016 1.33 x 10-9
16 6 x 1017 3.78 x 10-917 6 x 10 186.64 x 10--9

18 6 x 1018 6.66 x 10

From volume dilatometric data* shown in fig. 7 we derive that the

glass transition temperature is about 85.6°C. Note that in fig. 5 the shift

factor passes through a noticeable change in slope at that temperature. It

turns out that the two branches for T>T can, within the t 2% error band, be

represented by the WLF equation
(3)

- IT - T)g
log a 1= (5)

T = C TT
g 2 + (T - Tg)

if one excepts the datum at 20.50 C; of course, there are only two data points

for T > T +so that the representation is less firm for that temperature domain.g
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The constants CI and C2 in equation 5 are found to be

C =7.5 C1 = 12.4
T<T ; T>T

C2 =106 g C2 = 24.5 g

These values appear reasonable in the light of data compiled for different

polymers by Ferry (ref. 7, pg. 219).

We summarize this discussion by repeating the earlier observation

that, in spite of the two-phase nature of the test material, thermorheological

simplicity is suprisingly well preserved below the glass transition

temperature.

*Obtained by Mr. Luc J. Heymans, graduate student, at the Graduate Aeronautical
Laboratories, California Institute of Technology.

+The test geometry allowed deformation to exceed the measurement range of

the torsiometer at higher temperatures; a different test geometry would be
required under these conditions.
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the creep torsiometer.

Fig. 2. Photograph of the torsiometer. Labels A through P are defined
in Fig. 1. Additional labels are: Q. main shaft housing; R. test

chamber base; S. LVDT air bearing; T. support block; U. levelling
screw; V. micrometer head; W. level plate; X. levelling pads.

Fig. 3. Creep compliance curves for FM-73M at several temperatures.

Fig. 4. Master creep curve for FM-73M at 20.5°C (points) and analytical
fits (curves) described in the text.

Fig. 5. Experimentally obtained time-temperature shifting relationship
for FM-73M (points) and separate fittings of the WLF equation
to data above and below the glass transition temperature.

Fig. 6. The analysis of shifting errors between two creep curves, which
are depicted only in the locality of overlap.

Fig. 7. Volume change vs. temperature for FM-73M.
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Abstract

A relatively inexpensive, yet precise creep torsiometer has been

developed and operation limitations for the instrument determined. Shear

creep compliance measurements were then made for a thermo-setting structural

adhesive at temperatures below and near this material's glass transition

temperature. The time-temperature behavior of the material in this

temperature regime is found to be the rmorheologically simple.
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CRACK PROPAGATION AT MATERIAL INTERFACES:

I. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE TO DETERMINE CRACK PROFILES

1. 1 INTRODUCTION

The use of adhesives for structural joints promises several advantages over

conventional mechanical fasteners. Substantial savings are possible through weight

reduction and in manufacturing costs. Thin as well as contoured sheets can be

joined more effectively under reduction of stress concentrations and galvanic

corrosion. These advantages are attractive in both the aerospace and automotive

industries. Sealants are finding increased use in these as well as the building

industry and in a variety of encapsulation applications, including solar photo-

voltaic cell encapsulation.

These seeming advantages have sometimes been out-weighed in the past because

of an apparent low reliability and/or durability. Yet, on closer examination, such

seemingly low reliability can usually be accounted for by environmental effects

and time dependent processes not considered in conmn engineering analysis. More

thorough structural mechanics considerations, including these effects, are therefore

in order.

Structural adhesives are polymers and possess viscoelastic or "time dependent"

properties, thus requiring the involvement of the total load history in the life

prediction of a structural element. Adhesives are also sensitive to the thermal

history (from both thermal dilatational and thermorheological considerations) as

well as the moisture history of their service environment. Procedures, based on

experience obtained from designing with metals which are generally rate,

thermorheologically and moisture insensitive, led to the notion of apparent failure

of adhesive joints. This randomness in the failure process is not inherent, but

1*
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rather is the result of negligence in considering time, temperature and moisture

as contributing factors.

The bonding problem is an old one and we cannot attempt to even briefly review

here all the important contributions. Suffice it to point out that tw approaches to

characterize adhesive strength are practiced if not uniformly accepted today; peel

testing and what we wish to call "thickness-averaged" fracture mechanics. Peel

testing is achieved with relatively thin adherends which undergo large (often

elastoplastic) deformations and yields a measure of (rate dependent) energy

expeniditure (1, 2, 3).

By contrast, "thickness-averaged" fracture mechanics (4,5,6,7,8), deals primarily

with (2 dimensional) plate or beam-like geometries, joined along a line by an

adhesive layer. Since the latter is usually thin compared to the thickness of the

plates, the thir'kness of the adhesive layer is deemed negligible, and the plate problem

is reduced to the fracture of a homogeneous or bimateral plate containing a "weak '

line, to which geometry fracture mechanics concepts may then be applied. As a

result, certain fracture perameters, normally considered material parameters depend

then on the bondline thickness.

We are particularly interested in studying the interactive effect of loading

normal and tangential to the bondline or joint failure. We use the terminology of

'hxde I and mode II" for local deformations at the crack tip and reserve "normal

and tangential loads" (displacements) when referring to the uniform or overall

displacements of the adherends. We also recall that either purely normal or purely

tangential loads produce in general both mode I and mode II deformations at the tip

of an interface crack, at least when estimated within the realm of linear elasticity

theory.

It is a common experimental observation that bonds tend to be very strong under

tangential loading and that a relatively small amount of normal loading will seriously

impair the "bond strength". (see e.g. ref. 9). The recongnition that relatively

small normal loads have a significant effect on bond shear carrying ability raises

the question whether possibly non-linearity related mode I displacements could govern

the unbonding process. Expressed in an extreme way one might ask whether a crack-

opening mode properly accounting for non-linear materials behavior and kinematics

could control interface crack growth.

'l !'

I I I .... . ,
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The definition of what constitutes an interface crack is not generally clear,

for often, if not always, a layer of molecular dimensions may adhere to one of the

separated parts. We are here not concerned with such full detail and consider that

interface fracture occurs whenever observation with the unaided eye or with low

power magnification reveals no substantial residue of adhesive on the adherend.

That such interface fracture occurs has been observed recently for low frequency

cycle deformation history by Rcmanko (10) as well as Sykes et al (11) in dry

entiro!mnts.

Our interest in pursuing this work derives then from two considerations; first

we are concerned with the detailed mechanics of time-dependent unbonding at interfaces

under mode I and II deformations and second we ask specifically for information on

the presence of non-linear phenomena and their possible effects on crack propagation.

We choose to accomplish this without recourse to analyses that depend on an assumed

or approximate constitutive law We are, consequently, limited to measuring dis-

placement fields. In view of our interest in non-linear phenomena excessively large

scale models are ruled out by modelling considerations so that the only appropriate

investigative tool is optical interferometry. Crack opening observation by this

technique has been previously demonstrated in monolithic fracture specimens (12, 13,

14); however, our unique desire to avoid data that depend on constitutive behavior

analyses requi-es us to control boundary displacements instead of forces to at least

the same accuracy as the measurement of the crack opening displacement. Thus, if a

bond line of 0.5 mm thickness is used a 1% normal average strain corresponds to 5 pm,

and if a resolution of at least 107. is desired one has to be able to contend with

displacements on the order of 0.5 pm. This is slightly smaller than the wave length

of heliun-neon (laser) light (0.63 pm) so that a resolution of 2-4% is feasible.

Displacement control needs to be accomplished, therefore, also via optical inter-

feroimetry.

In this paper we describe primarily the apparatus and techniques required to1accomplish these refined measurements and controls. In a second paper (16) we

delineate the results on the relative importance of non-linear effects and the

measurement evaluation for a crack growth criterion.
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2. Lodin Frame

In view of the just mentioned requirements on the edge displacements of a bonded

joint and their contriLwe now describe the construction of an orthogonal loading

device. In fracture testing it is desirable to deal with stiff loading devices in

order to avoid energy release from the frame into a fracturing specimen. Therefore,

it seemed desirable to design the frame rigidly enough so that 1% energy could be

released into the specimen if a high strength bond were effected with a brittle

adhesive. For this reason a hydraulic system appeared unsuitable though its

control would have been relatively easy while a screw type design presented over

powering backlash problems. However, the use of thermal dilatation provided just

the right '"chanical" advantage for absolute control of the required displacements.

Figure 1 shows the device which is constructed of 5x5 H I-beams and the

mounting of the model joint. Motion normal to and tangential to the bondline is

independently controlled in the following way. Each normal displacement actuator

tube is connected to a tangential actuator tube by connecting plates which also serve

as specimen grips. The normal actuator tubes are heated or cooled independently from

the tangential actuator tubes. Because the tubes are connected, they will bend

slightly ahd will, in general, cause a rotation of the adherends. However, the symmetry

of the arrangement and equal heating or cooling within each pair of normal and

tangential actuator tubes ensures that the adherends rotate to the same degree, thus

leaving the adherend edges which define the bond thickness parallel. This bending

of the tubes gives rise to small secondary normal and tangential displacements in

addition to the primary thermal dilatation displacements; they are, however, two

orders of magnitude smaller and are easily corrected for in the control feedback

loop described later.

The actuator tubes are made of stainless steel tubes three inches in exte~aal

diameter having a half-inch wall thickness. Heating of the actuator tubes is provided

by band heaters wrapped around their outside., Cooling is achieved through spraying

vaporized liquid nitrogen uniformly onto their inside. Because of the thermal mass

involved and the need to provide uniform temperature fields, the rate of relative

displacements was limited to 1 V/sec, (5 sec//strain) which turned out to be sufficient

for the small displacements encountered in this study.
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3. Control of Adherend Displacements

The displacements of the adherends are mnnitored by two Michelson interferometers

mounted on the specimen close to the bondline. Pickup points of the interferometers

were expoxied into holes drilled into this 1/4 inch thick glass adherends (see

figure 2 for location). The interferometers are arranged such that one measures

displacements normal to the bondline while the other measures tangential displacements.

The compact arrangement of the double interferxeters is shown in figures 5 and 6.

The Michelson interferometer produces a fringe pattern of concentric light and

dark circles. As the path difference between the split beams changes (beams A and B

in figure 5, for example), these circular fringes expand or contract as the path

difference increases or decreases. If the circles; are expanding, a new circle

appears at the center each time the path difference changes by a half-wavelength of

the monochromatic light source. For a contracting pattern, circles disappear at

the center, A stationary, centrally placed photodiode converts this varying light

intensity (as the path difference changes) into a sinusoidally varying voltage

signal when suitably amplified. A second photodiode placed somewhat less than a

quarter of a fringe spacing frm the center produces a similar voltage signal which

is, however, out of phase with the centrally located photodiode signal by less than

7r/2. The sign of the phase difference is used to determine the direction of the

path difference change and therefore whether to count up or down, i.e. whether the

adherends are seperating or moving together in the normal displacement case with a

like logic applying to the tangential displacements.

The amplified signal of the photodiodes is sampled by an analog-to-digital

converter module in an 8-bit microprocessor. Data sampling and conversion, phase

comparison and fringe counting, displacement history prescription and control decisions

--i ... .1 I1| IIII
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in a closed feedback loop are all software controlled The control program is

arranged such that most of the time is spent sampling the photodiode signals,

awaiting the occurrence of a fringe. As soon as the fringe is registered, the

sign of the phase differencebhtween the photodiode signals is checked, and the

fringe accordingly counted up or down. This current count (or displacement) is

then compared with the prescribed displacement (set point) for that instant. The

difference between the current and prescribed displacement is then used to decide

whether to activate returns to the data sampling. The time spent in phase

comparison, set point comparison and stgnalling the heaters or coolers is very

much smaller than that spent in the sampling of the photodiode signal so that the

chances of missing a fringe are very small,

It was necessary to develop an algorithm for effectively couting fringes. The

main difficulty arose because the fringe rates varied over a large range, namely

from about 10- 4 Hz (nearly steady state) to 2 Hz. The use of slope changes to

detect maxima in order to count fringes turned out to be very noise sensitive. A

zero crossing amplitude based algorithm was therefore developed which was much less

noise sensitive, more efficient and gave a one half fringe resolution (X/4= 0.16 gn).

A real time module in the microprocessor allows us to prescribe time-varying

applied displacement histories. Any prescribed displacement history can be

preprogrammed into the computer, limited only by the thermal response (0.2% strain/sec)

of the actuator tubes, sampling rate and measurement and control resolution.

The heaters are proportionally controlled by TRIAC solid state relays which,

in turn, are controlled by the analog signals (0 to 10 volts corresponding to 0 to

100% power) derived from the microprocessor. The coolers are controlled in an on-off
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mode by solenoids activated by the control program, In view of the small displace-

ments involved, it turned out that proportional control of the heaters was sufficient

to guarantee the stability of the system. Sane development was necessary to determine

optim. heating rates in order to minimize overshoot but the felixibility of software

control was really emphaized here. The set point can be controlled to within

6.25x10- 6 (0.16 jM), the resolution limit imposed by counting every half fringe. All

factors combined to provide a maximdn displacement rate of I m/s.

4. Specimen Preparation

The specimen configuration developed under a series of constrains relating to

compatibility with the loading frame, surface finish and flatness as well as

availability; the final form is shown in figure 2. The adherends are of pyrex

glass (BK7) and the adhesive is a polyurethane elastomer, Solithane 113 . This

choice evolved from several considerations. The crack profile measurement technique

required optically clear and flawless adherends, the adhesive faces of which would

be ground flat to within a quarter wavelength of light per inch. Plexiglass does not

fulfill this requirement, The adhesive used does not exhibit objectionable

irreversible deformations and its index of refraction is close to that of the

adherends this latter property aided significantly in determining the location of

the crack front. Further advantage of the material combination derived from the low

adhesive strength between them which ensured ready interfacial separation, the

object of our study. Ibreover, the adhesive could be cured at room temperature to

eliminate stresses due to thermal shrinkag although those associated with 17 volume

shrinkage during cure could not be eliminated except through testing at elevated

temperature. (see below).

* Composition 60%/ prepolymer, 40% catalyst by weight (17).



However, in spite of extensive experience with this polymer in our laboratory

we arrived at this choice only after rather extensive experimentation with polymers

of higher glass transitions, notably Araldite. Yet the dominant requirement

virtually dictated the choice of an elastomeric adhesive for this study. Recall

from the introduction that we wish to check the validity of current linear stress

analyses and that we wish to take no recourse to any analysis for data reduction

(such as, eg, in compliance meansure-nts of cracked bodies), Measurements are

therdfore to be made of the crack profile as well as the relative displacements

of the adherends. The latter measurements are made at the pick-up locations of the

Michelson Interferometers, located 0.093 inches from the bondline, These displace-

ments are assumed to be those actually occurring along the whole bondline which

statement is equivalent to assuming that the adherends are rigid compared to the

adhesive. To assess the relative order of magnitude of material stiffness so as

to justify this assumption, the specimen geometry was examined through a finite

element analysis . Because the analysis provided only a guide for the design of

the experiment through suitable material choices, it does not therefore

comproaise the independence of the experiment from an incomplete constitutive

characterisation. The crack profile measurements per se required no material

assumptions and were therefore completely independent of this analysis,

In this numerical examination the boundary conditions inposed by the

loading frane were closely followed. It was found that, for a ratio of adheread

to adhesive modulus of 104, an error on the order of 47 was incurred at the

specimen center if one assumed that the interferometer indication represented the

same constant displacement along the entire edge of the adherend. For the case where

* We wish to thank Professors E.B. Becker and M. Stern for the use of the finite

element code, TEXGAP, at the University of Texas at Austin as well as their

helpful advice,
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the specimen is fully gripped along its width, the error is reduced to 0.57.

The glass/Solithane material combination chosenresults in a sufficiently large

modulus ratio of 2 x 104 so that the assumption of rigid adhered displacements

appears justified. We also point out in passing that the glass adherends were

ground with a 42' wedge angle (figure 2) to eliminate extraneous light interference

that might result fromnearly parallel adherend faces.

Room temperature cure avoided thermal shrinkage stresses but required long

cure times. Mltiple specimens were therefore cast in a fixture as shown

in figure 34' two adherends are clamped across the specimen thickness by two flat

jig plates with the gap between the adherends set by spacers defining the bond

thickness. Once the adherends are clamped, the spacers are removed and injector

nozzles attached to the jig plates, the nozzles being aligned with_-the bond thickness.

Teflon tape is attached to one of the adherends on the face defining the adhesive

adherend interface prior to casting. The Solithane mixture is thoroughly mixed,

degassed and then pressure injected into the gap, sealed and cured at roan

tmperature for one week. Casting four specimens simultaneously from the same

mixture decreased the possibility of material property and adhesive strength variations

betwen specimens. For avoiding bubbles in the bond line, pressurized injection

was found to be far superior to pouring or sucking the Solithane into the gap.

Once the specimen has cured it is glued to the loading device grips while

still being held in the casting jig using a plastic steel expoxy (Devcon). Since

the specimen is held fixed by the casting jig, the cure shrinkage of the plastic

steel cannot introduce any initial loading. However, to facilitate specimen

removal from the test frame following a test mld release is applied to the sides of

the adherends so that the steel expoxy forms-a less than perfect bond. The glass

__ _ '
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adherends could then be reused.

The steel expxy is allowed to cure only (at room teoperature) for a mininun

of 8 hours; only then is the casting jig removed.

To initiate a crack, a 0.003 inch dianeter wire is pulled along the Solithane -

Teflon tape inteface like a cheese cutter a small amomt beyond the end of the

tape and then the wire is removed. This procedure assured a clean interface

separation beyond the end of the Teflon inserts. The Teflon tape services to

protect the glass adherend surface from scratching by the wire as well as to indicate

the initial crack length. (Figure 4).

It mas sometimes found that, when a crack was initiated from only one side,

another crack started from the opposite edge of the specimen anyway, but always

on the opposite interface. Worse still, it sometimes grew in preference to the

wire-initiated crack, causing loss of a specimen. Therefore, cracks are

initiated from both ends of the specimen along the Glass - Solithane interface close

to the profile measurement device as indicated in figure 4. It should be remenbered

that the crack surface on the adhesive side is a curved surface while the glass

adherend side is flat. This "cutting" procedure guaranteed thus also that the

incident light beam penetrated the distortion free, glass-to-air surface first.

5. Crack Profile Measurement System

Crack opening interfermetry has been used to measure directly the normal

deformations in the crack front regions of cracked monolithic bodies (12). These

measurements quantify features of fracture processes occurring over very small

dimensions. The crack face separation can be resolved to within at least half a
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wavelength of the viewing light at any point in the field of view (for sufficiently

small profile gradients). In linearly elastic monolithic fracture studies, this

technique has been employed to study the relationship between the opening node

displacement and stress intensity factors of complex fracture problems where

analysis is not tractable (13, 15). However, the technique can also be applied

to fundamental fracture studies to relate loading and crack propagation effects

as well as time dependent aspects to changes in crack profile. A practical problem

with the method is that the crack faces need to be quite planar for interference

effects to occur, a situation which does not often arise in the fracture of

monolithic materials. The method is, however, particularly suited to the studyof

interfacial cracks because the adherend surface forming one of the crack faces can

be carefully controlled for flatness.

For convenience, a laser light source separate from. the Michelson interferometers

is used to measure the adherend displacements. Extensive mirror arrangements chaneel

the incident laser beam to the specimen and beams reflected at the crack faces into

a microscope. A closed-circuit T.V, camera is mounted on the microscope and the

changing fringe patterns are then recorded on video tape and displayed on a monitor.

The miscroscope is xumted on an orthogonal micrometer traverse arrangement which

allows tracking of the crack motion. Figure 7 shows a schematic of the crack

profile measurement system.

When the coherent and monochromatic beams reflected by each crack face are

combined, an interference pattern is formed which consists of light and dark fringes

corresponding to loci of constructive and destructive interference, respectively.

In general, for normal incidence and an airfilled crack, each consecutie:fringe

of extinction corresponds to a change in crack face separation of a half wavelength

for the incident light. At a given fringe of extinction, m say, counted from the

crack tip, the crack face separation distance, h, along that fringe is given by

i I
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h = m X/2 m= , 2.

For sufficiently small angles between the crack faces, fringes can be observed with

the naked eye. A microscope is necessary to resolve the higher fringe densities

produced by larger angles. It should be noted here that manual evaluation and

reduction of the fringe patterns is a slow and painful task. However, the expected

incorporation of a video digitizer to the crack profile meas urement system will

greatly alleviate the data reduction task and allow the generation of the full

three-dimensional shape of the crack rather than generating the profile along a
single central, lengthwise scan of the crack, the procedure used to date.

In connection with interpreting crack opening interferograms two issues need

to be discussed: (1) crack front location and (2) fringe resolution and

crack profile slope limits.

(I) Crack front location

Figures 8a and 8b depict two possible cases for the location of the crack

front (x = 0). Note that the shaded areas correspond to the area ahead of the

crack front which is still bonded and also to fringes of exinction and further
that the fringe spacing, fs, is the distance between a light and dark fringe.

Asste the fringe thickness is the same as the fringe spacing (a limiting assumption).

In figure 13a, where the crack front lies in an area of forming but not yet fully

formed bright fringe (i.e. the crack front is less than 1.5 fs away from the first

fringe of extinction) there is no ambiguity in the determination of the crack

front location. If the crack front lies in an area of the forming zero order

fringe of extinction (figure 8b), it cannot be seen because destructive interference

is occurring and its location is therefore uncertain. The crack front could be as

much as 2.5 f s away from the first order fringe of extinction (assuming the worst

case of a linear crack profile; the crack front would be closer for a power law

profile). In taking the crack front to be at the boundary of the zero and half

order fringe, the error in crack front location could be as much as one fringe
spacing. In cases where the fringe spacing is equal to the critical fringe

spacing (or minimnu resolvable fringe spacing) the error is on the same order as

the fringe location resolution. For lower gradients, either at low load levels or

for stiff adhesives, this could be considerable. In order to avoid this uncertainty,
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determination of the crack front location is only made under the conditions of

the case illustrated in figure 8a.

2. Resolution limits

The spatial resolution in the crack plane provided by the microscope is

6.50 Imn (2.56 x 10-4 inches). This dimension defines the resolution of the fringe

and crack tip location. Fringes which are less than 16.26 pm (6. x 10-4 inches)

apart canrot be distinguished from one another and we call this fringe spacing

the '"mininuz fringe spacing" because the crack profile cannot be determined in

areas where the fringe spacing is less than this raininun. The change in crack

profile height between a light and a dark fringe is X/4 = 0.16 jim (6.25 x 10-6 inches).

The miniumn fringe spacing therefore determines the maximum profile gradient a c that

can be measured. In the present set up, then, a c = 33.5 minutes, a value which

could be increased only by decreasing the working distance and increasing the

magnification of the microscope.

The gradient of a parabolic crack profile, predicted by linear elastic fracture

mechanics close to the crack front approaches angles of 7r/2. The crack profile

measurement system here is limited to angles of 33.5 minutes, making its applic.-

ability, at first sight, questionable. However, it nust be remnbered that the

crack face separation is very small (on the order of a few wavelengths of light).

Thus, if a parabola does indeed describe the crack profile, then it is very long

and thin with large changes in profile gradients occurring within a small distance

from the crack front. In fact, this large change in profile gradient must occur

between the first order fringe of extinction, corresponding to a crack face

separation of 0.32 m (1.25 x 10-5 inches) and the crack tip.

The question needs to be raised, therefore, as to whether the first order fringe

of extinction corresponds to a crack face separation of X/2. The underlying

assumption there is that the crack profile does not have the profile shown in figure

13c. In that case, there could be a very steep front effectively providing a step

discontinuity in the crack face separation, ho say. To check this possibility,

observations of crack closure under a normal compressive applied displacement were

made. Crack closure occurred through a decrease in length rather than through a

sinultaneous total contact of the two crack faces. The fringes were easily resolved
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right up to the crack front. It is unlikely that the profile depicted in figure 13c

could be supported under a compressive load and this type of closure. We therefore

deduce that the first observable fringe does indeed correspond to the first order

fringe and a crack face separation of A/2.

We make a distinction here between the "first observable fringe" and the "first

resolvable fringe". The first observable fringe is taken to be the first order

fringe of extinction. Under conditions of crack closure, sufficiently low loads

or a stiff adhesive, the first observable fringe and the first resolvable fringe

are the same. However, under higher loads the fringe density can become so high

.that fringes near the crack front cannot be resolved by the microscope. Thus

while the crack front can be clearly discerned, there is an area of brightness

behind the crack front where the fringe spacing is less than the minimum fringe

spacing and appear to be superimposed on one another. The first fringe of

extinction behind this bright area is taken to be the first resolvable fringe and

is not the first order fringe. The question then arises as to how to determine

the order of the first resolvable fringe in these high fringe density cases.

loading is always commenced from a situation in which a first observable fringe

is identified. The changing fringe patterns under loading are continuously

recorded on the video system. The order of the first resolvable fringe at any time

can then be determined by counting the number of fringes that pass a given location,

well removed fron the crack front, during that time.

Figure 9' shows a series of photographs of a stationary crack in a glass-

Solithane joint taken at different normal load levels. The width of the picture

covers slightly more than a third of the specimen thickness. The crack, having

the finger-like outline is centered on the specimen mid-thickness. The dark area

rouding this finger indicates the region which is still bonded. Thus the crack

does not extend all the way through the thickness but rather displays a finger

or tunnelling mode of fracture. The interference pattern used to generate the

profile is a series of fringes contained within the crack outline. The fringe

density increases as the applied normal displacement is increased to the extent

that fringes are no longer distinguishable immediately behind the crack front.
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A single, central scan behind the crack front produces a profile along that

line. A series of such scans for different levels of applied displacement is

sham in figure 10. The profile data show the fringe location resolution of

6.5 Um (2.50 x 10- 4 inches) are very consistent and allow precise measurement

and evaluation. The distance from the crack front to the first resolvable fringe

varies from 0.076 mm (o. 003 inches) at zero load (its order was established by

scamung further behind the crack front than one field of view allows) to

0.159 mm (0.00625 inches) for an applied normal displacement of 6 vm (2.375 x 10 - 4

inches).
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Concluding Remarks

Let us summarize the findings of the applicability of the crack opening

interference method to the measurement of the unbond profiles in adhesive joints

and the requirements it places on the measurement and control of the displacements

applied to the joint. While the resolution of the method is insufficient to fully

resolve the high deformation gradients when the adhesive has low modulus and is

hardly compressible, the restriction is not severe, and the method has been

successfully developed for the measurement of unbond profiles in carefully prepared

adhesive joints. The loading device constructed to independently apply orthogonal

boundary displacements does so to within 0.16 pm, making it completely compatible

with the displacements measured by the crack opening interference method. Due to

the high precision of the measurements that are possible, a sound basis for

examining and modelling the failure response of adhesive joints is provided. The

exploitation of that capability is discussed in a cmpanion paper (16).
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APPENDIX C

On the hygrothermomechanical characterization of polyvinyl acetate
W. G. Knauss and V. H. Kenner
Grwdte Aeronautical Laboormx Ca ifonia Inui ute of Technolo, Pasadena. California 91123

As a part of a program to understand the mechanisms of failure in time-dependent adhesion and
film bonding, the creep compliance of polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) in shear has been determined
both as a function of temperature and absorbed moisture. Volumetric expansion as a function of
temperature or moisture takeup was also measured. We find that practically realizable changes in
moisture content affect both the creep compliance and the swelling of PVAc to a degree
comparable to that resulting from realistic changes in temperature. For example, the creep rates
(histories) at corresponding times for PVAc subjected to 92% relative humidity storage are
accelerated by approximately four orders of magnitude over those found for the dry material.
Moreover, we find within reasonable experimental error that water concentration affects the time
scale of creep like temperature through a concentration-dependent shift factor. An attempt is
made at discussing the interrelation of temperature- and moisture-induced volume changes.

PACS numbers: 62.20.Hg

L INTROOUCTION II. SPECIMEN PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENTS
A. Specimen prepanaton

In our recent investigations into the fundamental driv-
ing mechanims which produce time-dependent failure in ad- All PVAc specimens were derived from medium-mo-
hesive joints and bi-mateial laminates, the need for a thor- lecular-weight PVAc, which is obtained from the manufac-
oughly characterized model material has arisen. The turer2 in the form of clear spherical beads of approximately
modeling of material systems requires that this characteriza- 0.8-mm average diameter. These beds were molded at elevat-
tion include the following features: (i) the effects of hot ed temperature and pressure in a cylindrical cavity
(polymeric) film deposition or bond formation with subse- 152x 15.9 mm in diameter formed between two steel mold
quent cooling through the glass-transition temperature T.; halves. The cylindrical cavity was sealed at one end and fit-
(2) the effects of operation at elevated and/or cyclic tem- ted with a piston at the other end. After some experimenta-
peratures; and (3) the effects of water, or moisture content. tion, we settled on the molding technique of filling the cavity

The first feature will permit assessment of the role with PVAc beads at room temperature, heating in a 125 C

which residual stresses incurred during fabrication may play oven for 2 h, inserting the (also heated) piston, and pressuriz-
in the failure process. The latter two features translate into ing the sample via the piston at approximately 68.9 MPa for
an ability to analyze the stresses induced by changes in ambi- 5 min in a hydraulic press. Then the mold was returned to
ent temperature or moisture level. The history of these the oven for an additional 2 h, the pressurization was repeat-
stresses depends on viscodastic material functions which ed, and the mold was cooled under ambient conditions with
themselves vary with temperature or moisture content. Fur- piston displacement fixed. This recipe produced uniform cy-
thermore, crack-propagation rates in viscoelastic materials lindrical blanks approximately 102 mm long, which, while
depend explicitly on these material functions.' Thus, any slightly yellowed, exhibited a smooth and glassy fracture
analysis of stress history and debond growth requires not surface under microscopic examination at 30 x without re-
only a knowledge of the time-dependent material properties vealing the nascent bead structure.
but also the temperature or moisture dependence that these In order to determine the degree to which the molding
functions exhibit. process produced deterioration of the PVAc, an analysis of

We have chosen polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) as a model molecular weight for both the as-received PVAc beads and
material. Dilatometrically, this material has a single well- the molded blanks was carried out using liquid chromato-
defined lass-transition temperature at approximately 29 "C, graphy. The number average and weight average molecular
and its material properties prove to be suitably temperature weights for the beads were found to be 126 000 and 353 000,
and moisture sensitive. Accordingly, we have conducted and respectively, while corresponding quantities for the molded
report herecreep tests in torsion to determine the shear creep blanks were 85 000 and 268 000, respectively. The decrease
compliance J (t) for PVAc both for different levels of tem- in molecular weight during the molding porcess was accom-
perature and moisture content. The volumetric expansion of panied by the appearance of ultraviolet (254-nm wave-
PVAc has also been determined both as a function of tern- length) absorbing species of very low molecular weight. Al-
perature and absorbed moisture. Finally, we consider the though these observations indicate a definite change of the
effects which temperature changes and moisture absorption PVAc during molding, the procedure outlined above pro-
have on the time scale for creep by relating both the moisture duced consistent specimens which proved to have repeatable
and the temperature dependence to the volumetric changes mechanical properties. Furthermore, the knowledge that no
(free-volume change) associated with these variables, greater changes in molecular weight were encountered un-
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de the relatively harsh molding conditions gave aurance (< 1%). This was facilitated by proceeding from the lowest
that material changes under the much lower temperature to successively higher temperatures.
ued for subsequent creep measurements would be The second series of creep tests was conducted using
insignicant fve torsion specimens which were preconditioned at storage

Torsion creep spectins were machined from the relative humidity levels of 32, 51, 66, 81, and 92% over suit-
molded cylinders which had a gauge section diameter and able saturated salt solutions. Prior to conditioning, each of
length of 7.94 and 51 am, respectively, and a grip-end diam- these specimens was desiccated, annealed, and creep tested
eter of 14.2 nun. Since, as noted above, the glastransition at 24 'C under dry conditions to ensure consistency with the
temperature of 29 "C for PVAc is only slightly above room results of the dry-test series. Specimens were weighed in the

temperature, it was found necessary to cool the specimens dry state and intermittently thereafter until the weight stabi-
with compressed air to prevent softening during machining. iized (approximately 10 days). They were then placed in the

In a series of preliminary torsion tests, it was found that the torsiometer with the test environment maintained at the
machined specimens contained residual stresses which re- storage relative humidity level by injecting an appropriate
suted in highly nonuniform test results according to wheth- combination of saturated air and dry air into the test cham-

er the applied torque was in the same or the opposite direc. ber at 24 "C. The specimen was weighed immediately after

tion as the torque imposed during the machining (i.e., testing to verify that no appreciable weight change had oc-
turning in a lathe). We found that this specimen asymmetry curred during testing. In the worst instance, the difference
could be removed by annealing the specimen at 40 "C for 3 h between pre-test and post-test weights amounted to 0.049%

or more-, this was subsequently done with all specimens re- of the specimen's dry weight.

ported upon. C. Diintonwt Its

IL C mmom ents PVAc strip specimens 70x 1.6x 12.7 mm thick, which
were formed between polished steel plates in a hot press,

All creep testing utilized a creep torsiometer.' This de- were first desiccated and then stored over saturated salt solu-
vice provides for both the application of either "positive" or tions to give both the equilibrium linear dimension increase
"negative" constant torques as low as 6.2 X 10 - Nm and and the equilibrium mass gain as a function of storage rela-for the continuous measurement of specimen twist angle. tive humidity. The measurement of dimension changes was

7 The specimen is housed in a inner chamber which is con- made using an optical comparator whose least count was

struted of 25-rm-thick brass or aluminum walls, floor, and 25 x 10 -4 mm, while specimen-weight-change measure-
ceiling. This chamber is itself contained in a temperature- ment utilized an electronic balance with a least count of 0. i
controlled cabinet so that after thermal equilibrium is estab- Mg.
lished (about 3 h) the specimen temperature may be main- The thermal expansion characteristics of PVAc were
tained within ± 'C indefinitely. In addition to ir vented determined using a mercury dilatometer.' ' In this appara-
into the chamber through an air bearing which supports the tus, a cylindrical sample of PVAc, 35 mm long and 6.35 mm
specimen, a provision is made for injecting additional gas,
e.g., dry nitrogen or moist air, into the specimen environ-
ment. Thermocouples in the inner chamber measure both
dry-bulb and, as necessary, wet bulb temperatures. *3 7 -C

Two series of creep tests were conducted on PVAc tor-
sion samples. The first utilized a single specimen which was -a- 36• , C

maintained in the dry state by continuous storage under
vacuum except during machining and annealing as de- off
scribed above. Creep test at temperatures ranging from -5 .7 C

to +38.6 "C were carried out over a period of 14 days. -I'-
Throughout this period the specimen remained in the torsio- S .*1 , .c
meter test chamber, which was ventilated continuously with a Z
either dry air or dry nitrogen. The creep behavior at 24 " ! * : *

was used as a "base-line." This response remained substan- 2 . '. c
tially the same for testing at the beginning and at the end of -, "

the 14-day period. This practical indication of unchanged z . . 27-C

specimen properties throughout the test series is consistent " " " 24 o-c
with the modest cooling rates used in specimen preparation I s. .* 4c
(10 "C/hor less), which should produce a stably equilibrated .. s " .
mata. Sin the torsioeter loading in either of
two directions, each new test, after the initial one, was con-
ducted with load applied so as to reduce the cumulative
specimen deformation. After each test the specimen was un- - - -, &
loaded and allowed to undergo recovery so that the recovery ,it to)

creep superposed on a succeeding test was inconsequential FIG I. Creep curves fi dry PVAc at several temperatures
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n diameter, as contained in a mall chamber which is other- o
wise Alled with mercury and which is connected to a capil- • 0
lary tube un which the mercurty level changes as seie
volume changes due to controlled beating and cooling. 00

IlL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Plots of creep compliance J(t) versus time t were de- o2

rived from the experimental data through the dassical rela- 004

tions for torsion of circular cross sections, which give

J(t)_ At _ d 'e(t) 00)
r 32LT

where At) and r are the time-dependent shear strain and
constant shear stress, respectively, and d, 0 (t). L, and Tare %.,."-., Ma
the specimen diameter, measured twist angle, specimen FIG. 3. Moiture takup and el siptima for PvAc a a function ofuop
gauge length, and applied torque, respectively. Figure I pre- relative humidity.
sents the creep compliance for dry PVAc with the test tem-
perature as a parameter, while Fig. 2 presents the creep com-
pliance for PVAc at 24 .C with the moisture weight-pin smoothest composite curve from the individual curves; this
fraction Am/m as a parameter. The normal error level for master curve is presented in Fig. 5.
these curves is evaluated to be approximately ± 2%. Equi- As Fig. 5 shows, the shifting of creep data to form a
librium swelling and mass gain for PVAc are plotted in Fig. 3 master creep curve was accomplished with a good degree of
as a function of relative humidity. The thermally induced consistency. Thus, we consider PVAc to be reasonably char-
dilatation for PVAc is exhibited in Fig. 4. acterized as a thermorheologically simple material so that

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION J (T,1 ) = (ToIT)J I To,[t /ar(T)) ]. (2)

A. Ttical behavior of PVAc Here a (T) is the temperature-dependent shift factor, which
is given in Fig. 6 for dry PVAc. The error brs shown in Fig.

A master creep curve for PVAc was generated from the 6 represent the shifting uncertainty corresponding to a
data of Fig. 1. First, test temperature was accounted for by ± 2% error level for J (t), which is considered representa-
shifting each curve vertically by amount T/T, where To was tive. The glass-transition temperature of 28.9 "C, determined
taken to be 297 "K (24 "C), according to the notion of the from the results of the dilatometric measurements presented
statistical theory of rubber elasticity. Then horizontal shift- in Fig. 4, is also shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that at this tan-
ing was effected relative to the data for 24 "C to produce the perature a change in slope of the shift factor versus tempera-

ture data occurs; this slope "discontinuity" has also been
observed at the glass transition for a filled epoxy.- Due to the

am,. limited data for temperatures above T., it was found that no
0 significant fitting of the WLF equation was possible. How-

000 0 ever, the slope of the shift function approaching T, from
-, • • 0.0112 T> T was found to be -0.45/"C, which is equal to

. 0. OII2

.. - C,/C 2, the WLF constants C, and C, being referenced to
' C . 0.0178

00257
0 00253

.3 * TEMPERATuRE, "C
.70 0 20 30 40 t o

CC j 250
K f Z THERMAL

• . . EXPANSiON -"
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FIG. S. Master creep curve for dry PVAc at 24 TC. derived frorn Fig. 1. FIG.?7. Master creep curve for dry PYAc at 24 .C derived fromt Fig. 2.

the glass-transition temperature.' This value compares to *base-line" moisture levels may contribute to the difference.
the value of -O.33/*C calculated from data presented by As shown in the sequel, a moisture content change of ap-
Ferry.s proximately 1% would account for the entire discrepancy.

Figures 5Sand 6 may be compared to the experimental In view of the close temperature control afforded by both our
results recently presented by Plazek.' mese torsional ex- and Plazek's apparatus, we tend to believe that the difference

prensutilized PVAc of molecular weight 6.5 x 10' and is indeed due to residual moisture which could not be ex-
were conducted over the temperature range from 37.5 to tracted during the period of in vacuo storage.
154 *C. The recoverable creep compliance curves for both
experiments correspond closely in shape, although Plazek's IL HygrmechatNca behavior of PYAc
results are shifted approximately I decade toward longer The creep curve from Fig. 2 for PVAc at several sb-
time. This difference is qualitatively constants with previous sorbed moisture levels were shifted horizontally relative to
experimental results'* and the predictions of entanglement the dry creep curve to produce the Master creep curve pre-
theories' 'in view of the greater molecular weight of Plazek's sented in Fig. 7. With the exception of one slightly irregular
PVAc. In addition, we note that our specimen-was desicct- run, this procedure resulted in excellent construction of a
ed but not tested in uacuo; we suspect that a difference in master curve. The shift factors a,. corresponding to Fig. 7

are plotted assa function of the fractional mass gan in Fig. S.
The error bars shown in Fig. 8 again represent shifting errors

3. corresponding to a ±2% uncertainty in JQt). There is an

0 01 02 03
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.3* -4
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.5 1(
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FIG. Temperature s1Mf factor for dry PVAc relative to 24 T . FIG. S. Moisture absorption shift factor for 24 "C relative to the dry sate.
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inconsistency in the Am two data points on ti curve, and v. ,

we show two fits in Fig. 8 according to whether the point at v
the origin is accepted (dwased curve) or the next point is.
coeidered accurate (solid curve)p This ambiguity near the
origin reflets, fst, uncertainty as to the de nitio of "dry" l ev
theoe, erm er grorheenti t p ma p
dure for the sort-time regimthe or t e inater curve. ,' O.

Hortim tal shifting procedures a master curve which . . S t a a et
represents eeer at seversl moistu g a (otin teveh with i aa
dependence on Jm/m entirely incorporated in ai (chem); . . " s r
therefore, we ie the term "hyuniklhtolohahmly scmple mate-
rial (HSM)" in analogy to the words used in temperatuwu-ie i h r
time shifting. Weh th s deF. a mhrie fr fro the rthag d anamor. F rte primeats esented
moisture dependence is expressible 5) a n thate case of in terms of fractioal volume clanues.
shear creep compliance)

d (Am m,t ) at (m m)eo, Itna. (A m m) inip(3) ics underlying both responses are the same. For example, in
view of Fig. 9, it seems unlikely that chemical changes which

C. golmw "wlabehovior might occur with moisture absorption have resulted in
Since both the master curve derived from the dry tent- changed mechanical behavior. Following the relationship

perature-varied series of tests (Fig. 5) and that derived from between the so-called "free volume" and the time-tempera-
the 24 "C moisture-varied tests (Fig. 7) are referenced to the ture shift factor a T," We now attempt to establish a common-
dry material at 24 "C, they should, in principle, be identical, ality between the two sets of creep data on the basis of vol-

i.e., each should predict the extended time creep behavior of ume change. Since several representations of free volume
dry PVAc at 24 C. Indeed, when both creep curves are plot- have been correlated with experimental observations of var-
ted together, as in Fig. 9, one observes that they are essential- ious physical phenomena,' 2 "2 , the present comparison is
ly identical, the difference between the two being within lim- effected simply on the basis of net volume gain relative to the
its of experimental and plotting errors. Shifting of reference state, i.e., relative to dry PVAc at 24 C.
temperature-and/or moisture-test creep data to produce a The volume change due to temperature increase may be
single master creep curve has also been acocmplished for calculated from the results of the dilatometric measure-
other polymers. 12.13 ments in Fig. 4. The two linear segments of the curve below

Since the material response to increased temperature and above the glass-transition temperature correspond to
corresponds closely to that resulting from the absorption of coefficients of volume expansion of 2.5 X 10 -4/'C and
moisture, there is a strong indication that the basic mechan- 6.0x 10 -/C, respectively. From these values we readily

calculate the fractional volume increase Aviv. The data of
Fig. 3 may be used to obtain the relation between mass gain
due to moisture absorption Am/m and the corresponding
volume increases Av/v. In this case, the straight-line fits

-2 --- Dr*C,T*,s At Se1 M.,Mef shown in Fig. 3 correspond to a ratio

~fl2,2 ~hIAviv IAv
,/ l =0.64 = - (4)

,Am/rm p Am

3 wherep is the density of PVAc, which we have determined to
be l. 17 g/cm'. The second equality gives AviAm = 0.75

- / cm-/g, i.e., the volume increase in the water absorption mea-
surements is equal to three-quarters of the volume of the

"" added water.
Let us now plot the shift factor data of both Figs. 6 and 8

-, in terms of the fractional volume increase Aviv relative to
dry PVAc at 24 C in Fig. 10. In the case ofa., the degree of
linearity of the logo, -vs-Aviv curve simply corresponds to
that exhibited by the loga. -vs-Am/m data presented in Fig.
S. However, the linearity exhibited by loga r in Fig. 10 repre-

-, sents a "straightening" from the antecedent data of Fig. 6.
Thus, we emphasize that while shift data in the trans-.

I range exhibit a discontinuity of slope at Ts, these data are
1 2 3 4 6 7 a continuous when recast in terms of volume change.

"om t/*T (6) Disregarding, for the moment, the possibility that the
FIG 9 Compargon ofmaster creep curves for PVAc. "dry" specimen was not entirely free of water, "1 one obtains
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the relation shown dotted in Fig. 10 for the shift tbucina.,. tio. duei to temperature and moisture respectively, then
The shift feactio derived faum temperature variations a f -f, +fg.. One concludes then from Eq. (5) that a com-
plotted by squares. By comparing theme two relation one bWoed shift fictor ami not merely a product of the separae
would be led to corAm that volume dilatation by water shift fato. a, ad a,,Lc., that shifing (on alog logplot)
leedsto hsfreevolume" for moleuar motionthandilata. will not be simply the sum of moisture and temperatures
in through temperature would provide, shifts. This a consistent with the empirical representation of

Alternately, if our so-callied -dry" material was not tru- the temperature- and lmoisur 1dpnden shift factorob-
ly free of water in spit of prolonged desiccation then a cor- serve by hiaksimov er a/. " for polyester resin.
rection of water content by an Initial small amnount of about
0.27% 17 would bring the temperature and knoistur sh" AC5NWEGET
data into good agreement (solid circles and squae. Fig. 10). The authors wish to express their gratide to the Air

Clearly, the necessity of furter work on Preparation Of Force Ofie ofScicutific Reseearch (LL Col. J. Morgan), and
water-free specimens is indicated to completely resolve this th Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Dr. J. Moacanin) and the
uncertainty. However, it e rges faiy clearly already that Departmnent of Eaergy, who supported this work thro
changes in rheological behavior resulting from changes in Cotat F49620-77-C.()Ol and49-767-lDO00Z--3460, re-
temperature and moisture are coupled through the free vol- spectively. We also grateuly acknowledge the assistance Of
ume of the material. M. Sarbolouki of JPL for performing the liquid chramato-

The present PVAc is similar to the nylon reported on by graphy and 1. Easri and L Heymas of Caltech for conduct-
Williams and Bender" in the sinse that AviAm is initially ing the measurements leading to Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
equal to 0.75 cm3/g for water absorption in both materials. If
the view that free volume consists of voids is taken," 12te
the free volume decreaes as absorbed wate fills; voids. The
presence of water in theme voids makes eother no or only 1w. 0. lKnvain in Def~wUti= ad Fmomm qffItg Mopmu. O&ua by
slight difference according to the currnt results. Thus, for H. H. RmaiJ. A. Hasallandi. I.iadue(Pl~anm.NwYork, 1974).p.
purposes ofdetermining changed creep compliance, we con- 501; in particulair onmannt 4. p. 538.
sider all volume increases due to absorption to represent "ef- 2plsiaIm Inc.. Wamnstmu. ft

'V. H. Kenner and W. 0. Knewis (uapublishhd!).
fective free volume." This seems consistent with a notion of 'W. G. Knatu. V. H. Kame, adLiJ. Heom GALCIT SM 71.12
eas of movement of large molecules being dependent on (Califonda Izubtua of ecmfoiq) (mmpublislicd).
space between them, with relatively very small water mole- 'N. BDekedahl J. RL NaL But. Stand 4Z 145 (1949).
cules providing little, if any, change from void insofar as the 6M. L. WilliuS Rt. F. LadeLandiJ. D. Farr. J. Am. Cient. Smc 77,3701

(193s).
present qiasistatic and equivoluminal motion is concerned. 'J. D. Feff, bwdamtk Pmarnmfftm (Wikey New York. 196 1).

Consider now the usual representation" of the shift fac- 'See Farys (Ref 7) discunon, p. 211.
tor as a function of free volume fractiof through 'D J.FPlanik Sac. Ieol. 1979 Fall Meedas.

"OK Niouniya. i. Colloi Si. 14, 49 (1959).
logp - cOlf- I/fa. (5) 1"S. D. Hoe& J. Appi. Phya. 41L 4019 (1977).

fracton o freevol- 'M. L Williamsand M. F. Bader. i. AppI. Pliya 36,3064(19%5).
where c is constant andf, represents the f d oreVo- "R.D. Maksiam. EA. Sadolou aid V. P. aecalor. Palym. Mach. It.
ume at reference conditions. Uf, in view of the above discus- 334(1976).
sic. we Suppose that volume change governs shifting re- '4F. N. Kelley sad F. Busedmet J. Polym Sc. SO,549 (1961).
gardlessofits origin. then the fractional free vohamefiwould, '5. Drowow. Ramearel Conferenc in Cbmnial Ensiaaw* nat Calkis

Inauituuaof echnologo. 1910 (unpubllhdW).
to first order, change additively due to temperature and "Ser Sec IV A.
moisture. Thus, iff,. sndf,, represet the free-volume frac- "Coresaponingto a vlumchmangeoO.11%.
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Abstract-Manv advanced engineering problems suffer from inadequate solution because the appropriate
constitutive behavior for the materials involved is not available. This is certainly true % here polymers are
concerned because in many situations involving failure analysis the non-linear viscoelastic material prop-
erties become important.

In this paper a non-linear viscoelastic constitutive law is considered. It starts from the assumption that
linear viscoelasticity is appropriate tinder infinitesimal strains and that the material description must revert
to this tase. The noo-linearity of this development isderived from the stress dependent time response in the
deformation process. The physical basis for the description derives from the observation that stress induced
dilatation effects the mobility of molecular chains through changing the free volume in the polymer. Test
data for polyvinyl acetate are compared with computations under conditions of relaxation and constant
strain rate deformation. Excellentagreement is obtained between the proposed model and experiments.
This agreement would indicate that the free volume model is definitely a possible way of describing non-
linear viscoelastic behavior under small to moderate strains.

1.LN'UODLCION the phases. On the other hand, grossly non-linear
The use of high speed computers in mechanics has behavior in single phase materials may be the result of
removed a great many obstacles to scientific and design the appearance of crazes which qualitatively have the
problm-,olving. n-sol mechanics- and--4 ctwal saao -act-he-gewr i" ips-o . a !ck.
engineering finite element techniques have made great Here we wish to address non-linearly viscoelastic
strides in solving problems that were considered ex- behavior from more molecular forces which do not
tremely complex by the earlier standards. These ad- occur as the result of such internal damage. Thus, this
vances were made possible by the discretization of the type of non-linearity is (possibly) present before
well known field equations for virtually arbitrary damage mechanisms become operative.
geometries. The exploitation of these methods has Specifically, we are concerned here with the effect of
become often more a matter of finances than of basic stress or strain induced changes in the rate of relaxation
ability, or creep. In related work [1] we have noted that the

Besides possibly finances, a severe limitation on intrinsic time scale of a material can be modified by
physically realistic problem solving arises from our lack moisture in the same manner as by temperature. In fact.
of knowledge of material constitutive behavior. By far we observed that the time scale was affected by the
most structural or "continuum" codes incorporate volume dilatation whether the latter was occasioned
linearly elastic material behavior with only some pos- thermally or by swelling. The deduction is then close at
sessing capability of modelling.non-linearly elastic and hand that also stress induced volume dilatation will
plastically deforming solids. With regard to time or rate affect the intrinsic time scale of the material
sensitive materials only the (physically unrealistic) The effect of pressure on Theological behavior has
rudiments or linear viscoelasticity seem to be con- been studied by several authors, first with a change in
sidered. In connection with today's increased use of the glass transition behavior in mind [2-4] and later
structural polymers in advanced engineering designs, with rheological implications [5]. There seems to be
these material descriptions pose severe limitations. All no systematic study involving the effect of stress state on
the power of computational mechanics developed so rheological behavior as a result of associated volume
far iscompromised critically if theconstitutive behavior changes. Gent has attributed the crazing phenomenon
of the structure is modelled insufficiently well. in glassy plastic to stress-induced softening and void

In this presentation we are concerned with non- formation in the craze [14]. Very recently Bernstein
linearly viscoelastic material behavior. There are and Shokooh [7] have considered the phenomeno-
several physical reasons why materials behave in a non- logical concept of a "stress clock" which concept is
linear manner. We distinguish polymeric solids as akin to the physical basis underlying Gent's considera-
being single-phase or filled with soft or stiff inclusions tions and those of volume increase developed here in
in the form of particulates or continuous and chopped the sequel. It should be mentioned that in connection
fibers. Examples are solid propellent rocket fuels, with fibrous and particulate composite thermodynamic
impact toughened polystyrene, tire tread shock, glass reasoning led Schapery and Lou [8, 9] to examine
and graphite fiber reinforced plastic and structural modification of the relaxation or creep rate through a
adhesives. "strain dependent" shift factor.

Macroscopical non-linear material response in such For our present purposes we confine ourselves to
materials may be associated with the development of relatively small strains which seems appropriate for the
discontinuities such as (micro) cracks and separation of deformation of rigid polymers. We thus exclude spec-
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ificall) considerations of the large deformations [10] where we allow for zero solvent concentration and zero
associated with rubber elasticity and viscoelasticity. mechanical dilatation in stress free reference condi-
Therefore. we may feel justified to begin our considera, tions. In terms of (6) eqn (1) becomes then
tions % ith the linearly viscoelastic behavior of an iso- B a. AT+7" c+ " 0
tropic solid which must describe its constitution under log a(T c 0)= -
trulv small strains or stresses; in other words, the non- 2.303fo fo+ " -AT+ -c+6 -0'

linear description of material behavior reduces then (7)
automatically to linear viscoelasticity in the limit of Through its dependence on the stress induced volume
vanishing stresses and strains, changes this shift factor a(T, c, 0) becomes instrumental

in the non-linear material response described below.
.ThWREMALAU:ACKo(ND Let us consider first the linearly viscoelastic con-

As mentioned in the introduction, several investiga- stitutive description of an isotropic solid under
infinitesimal deformations, in terms of the deviatoric

tors have studied the effect of temperature and pressure stress and strain components (Sj, ei) which are deried
on the thermorheology of high polymers [2-5, 11-15]. from the components of stress, % and (infinitesimal)
These effects are commonly associated with changes in strains through the relations
the free volume of the material. According to our s ti
experimental studies mentioned in the introduction and Su = r -ITk (8a)
involving parametric variations in temperature and in
water concentration, the (free) v6lume offers a unifying e =eo-O8,i 0=c5 t (8b)t
parameter to describe changes in the time scale of the Let p(t) and K(t) be, respectively, the relaxation moduli
material response. We proceed now to enlarge this in shear and volume deformation. We have then at
concept by including the effect of mechanically (stress) reference conditions
induced volume dilatation.

The time dependence or viscosity of the rheological SjJ=2_ P -  (9)
response is modified by a time-multiplying factor a -'-o'

which depends on the temperature, solvent concentra-
tion and mechanical dilatation, -c,= 3 J K(t-i) (0+a*AT+Yc)d. (10)

a=alTc,f). (1)
If all macroscopic change in volume equal the changeDoolittle expressed this factor in terms of the free in free volume then a=2*, y=v * and 6- 1; we are not

volume by prepared to make that assertion now, nor is such an

B 01 1 D( assertion absotutely necessary at this time for our laterlog a = -0 (2) development. However, we point out that the compar-
ison of our analysis with that data produces that

wheref is the fractional free volume defined in terms 6= 1(=0.98). Also we note that for comparison of our
of the total volume vo of the solid and the free volume computation with that data the terms a*AT and y"c
ri as shall not enter our considerations.

Generalizing Lee's suggestions [16-18] that the
fj . vL (3) time-temperature shifting under non-isothermal con-

V- + Vo V0  ditions be valid instantaneously, i.e. the temperature
reduced time t' relates to the actual time ! by the

and denotes f, the fractional free volume at some differential relation
reference conditions. We consider the fractional free
volume to depend on three variables: temperature T d t= (11)
solvent concentration c, and mechanically induced d T' (I
dilatation 0, or We have, more generally, in view of(7)

f =f(T, c. 4) (4) Q, . i d4

Let us assume that the change in fractional free =Jo afT(O, c(O, O(] ; - Jo a[T(C), c(C), 0(]"
volume due to any one of the three variables is additive. (12)
This assumption appears entirely adequate for our
present purposes since an examination of the partial Under conditions of time varying temperature, solvent
derivitives off with respect to T, c and 0 reveals that concentration and stress dilatation
only a small error results for ranges of the variables I
encountered normally. We then have differentially SAt)= 2 14(t-') d, (13)

df=:c dT+ 7 dc+ 6" dO, (5)

%here x. - and 6 are, in general, functions of T c and 0. rT(t)= 3 f K(t' -') 4') (0+ ,*AT+Y*c)d . (14)
Let us assume further that 2, -7 and 6 are constants, a -

condition that does not seem poor if we remain below Inasmuch as the reduced time in the argument of the
the glass transition temperature and below the boiling relaxation function depends on the total stress or strain
point of the solvent. Then history, these relations no longer represent linear opera-

tions that connect stresses with deformations. Thus
f =f + 2 AT + 7" c+ .0, (6) while the appearance of a linearly viscoelastic material

behavior appears preserved considerable deviation
tRepeated indices indicate summation. from small strain linearity will become apparent.
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36 EXAo G FOR ISPECAL LOAD I mS1&T We now specialize (22) and (23) for step strain load-
From eqn (12) it is apparent that holding the tern- ing according to (15) to obtain

perature, concentration and dilatation constant during I
a test would produce a time independent shift of the r11 = _ E(W- ')(8ld0, (241
test result since thus t'=constant .t. Experimentally f
such a condition is extremely difficult. if not impossible, with 6(') denoting the delta function; this reduces
to impose. The next constraint is posed by available test further to
equipment- With a vew toward later comparison of test dC
data with the evaluations ofeqns (13) and (14) we there- rt clE('), -- (25)
fore consider, for the present, the problems of stress
relaxation and monotonic loading by a history of which, for infinitesimal strains (0--0) render
constant strain rate. T, = oE(, (26)

(1) Relaxation at constant temperature and concentration where E(t) is the relaxation modulus for infinitesimal
We consider a uniaxial tensile specimen and impose strains. Note that (25) represents a decaving stress

the Heaviside strain history history; however, because r depends on the stress
8, = E0h(Z), (15) history, which in turn depends on the applied strain

ct, the decay history will vary with the applied strain.
while all stresses except r1 vanish. The pertinent equa- Nevertheless, for short times the same glassy limit
tions become then modulus will be achieved.

a (16 We particularize (17) now to the case of constant
p5r-z')-(c,, -622), (16) temperature and zero solvent concentration. There

I -results then

(81=1 Kr-') (e,+2 2 2 ), ( 3 = 22 ). loga()= - B 6-0 27)
-~

2.30 3fo f, -(27)0
(17) with 0 being given by (23). In order to evaluate (27) we

Since these relations constitute non-linear operations need to specify the bulk modulus K(t) or its inverse
between rt and the strains e,, and c22 there is no K-(t). We started this investigation by assuming a
direct analytical way of eliminating saj in order to constant bulk modulus, but when we effected a corn-
obtain a relation between -I and r , only, except for parison with the experimental data found that a time
infinitesimal strains (a(T c, 8)=constant). In this case dependent description in the form of a standard linear

solid yielded much better results. Accordingly, we chose
(18) K '(+)=Mo (I-( -e-"). t28)

e K- (, (19) The complete set of equations governing r, (t) is then.
-- t, ) with E(t) as the relaxation modulus at infinitesimal

- m strain
where the tensile relaxation modulus E(t) is achieved by

'E 9RA 20 r1 = e0 E('), (25al=R -'(20) C d
Sf_" = flo d ) (25b)

bars denoting Laplace transformed quantities. a[To, o.;)]
The increase K-r(t) of the bulk modulus K(t) is loga= - TB3 f6 (27a)

determined by 2.30) f0 +6' ,

(1 0 MoM ,,- d;:. (29)

Because the non-linear effects considered here are due These equations are solved numerically. In order to
to the stress induced changes in the scale of relaxation avoid extensive iteration in their solution, we approx-
times, it is reasonable to assume that the same effect imated(29)by replacing i' - '%with t -4, sincewebelieve
is prevalent in the simple tensile test. We therefore that difference to be relatively unimportant. In fact, for
generalize the eqns (18) and (19) by applying the time our experimental study we have no information on
reduction (12) to render K(t), so that M0, M and r must be extracted by data fit;

the physical reasonableness of the values so deter-
1= E(ir - ,)'e" d4, (22) mined would then constitute a further test of the pres-

- €ent considerations.

0 K '(t-' -') 4d. (23) (2) Constant rate of strain extension
6* cPrescription of constant rate of straining in the form

We note once more that (22, 23) do not follow direct- of
ly from (16. 17); however, since the representation of 61=it (301
linearly viscoelastic behavior can be given in several results in the full set of response equations, analogous
ways, each of which involves two independent material to (25 M, b), (27a) and (29) as
functions, it seems justifiable to start with the represent-
ations (18) and (19) in order to lead to stress induced r, ,(t)= c E(( - ')d(, (31 a)
non-linear behavior. Jo
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f~ ds. ... . . . . .r - :=, (31b)

-B 2,AT+ 6 i) (31c) CD ffo + 2rA T  6 ' -M) 3c

30(1=(Mo+ 3..)r d .(d) I

Again, according to the remarks following eqn (29) 8 "  
.

we have replaced t'- ' by t - in (31d). For later refer- C C

ence when sse compare the evaluation of (31a-d) with i "
test data we point out that the experiments with con-
stant strain rates involve relatively short times; the
transition behavior of the bulk modulus is not involved 6- , 6 5 ? ,
and it is entirely adequate to consider the bulk modulus bho o p y a uto be constant at its glassy or short time value. Also, Fig, 1. Relaxation behavior of polyvinyl acetate in uniaxial

tension at different strain levels. Dots represent experimental
because test data were obtained at different tempera- results; solid lines indicate non-linear analysis.
tures. we include here the effect of different but constant
temperatures. Since all test temperatures are below the
glass transition temperature we allow only for the infinitesimal strain, shown as curve A in Fig. 1.
simple proportionality of the free volume to the tem- The'calculated curves exhibit some apparent 'un-
perature change. evenness" which is the result of our uncertainty of the

true bulk behavior. Apart from this blemish it is clear,
however, that the general response of the specimens is

4. CDIWARWN \ ,TI LX7IW..EL DATA well followed by the calculations, provided we let

In order to test the proposed theory we compare-the K(t)=[l.34+ 2.01 exp (-t/r)]" 103 bar
computations with data from measurements on poly- t=4- l0' min.vinyl acetate. In the interest of brevity we do not accounthere the method of specimen preparation but content Note that at least a partial check on thevalidity of the

ourselves with stating that the specimens were machined representation of K(t) is given by comparing the com-
in a cylindrical shape with a test section 0.8 cm (0.312 putation ofSection 3 with appropriateand independent
in.) in diameter and a test section of 5 cm (2 in.). The experiments, as described next, as long as the same
measurements were made with the aid of an Instron bulk representation is used.
tensile testert. Measurements of strain in the relaxation
tests were accomplished via bench marks on the speci- (2) Constant rate of strain test
men test section, the relative distance of which was Tensile specimens were strained in a closely control-
monitored with an Optron. Such direct strain measure- led (dry) thermal environment to produce typical
ment also allowed continued monitoring of whether "stress-strain" response curves. Since we found that the
specimen slippage occurred in the grips, discrepancy between theory and experiment was on the

order of 5% we saw no urgency to compensate for
I1l Relaxation tests changes in specimen cross section. Accordingly, the

Relaxation tests were conducted at uniaxial tensile stress is referred to the original, undeformed cross
strains of 1, 3 and 5'/. While the method of strain meas- section.
urement allows an accuracy of a fraction of a percent In Figs. 2(a-c) we show experimental results (dotted
the prescription of the applied strain through the mech- curves) together with the responses computed from
anism of the straining machine was difficult. We were eqns (3la-d) (solid lines). Also shown are the responses
therefore not able to prescribe small strains well which a linearly viscoelastic solid would produce if
though it could be measured well; as a consequence, we linear viscoelasticity were valid at non-infinitesimal
lack precise data at "infinitesimal" strains, strains. It is apparent from eqn (7) and how the in-

Relaxation tests wereconducted at different tempera- stantaneous shift factor affects the stress-strain re-
tures at each of the indicated strains. For each of the sponse (27a) and (31c) that the apparently non-linear
latter a master curve was prepared by shifting the seg- behavior is noticeably affected by the environmental
ments for a best fit as a master curve. Strictly speaking temperature. The polyvinyl acetate used possesses a
this temperature shifting should not be independent glass transition temperature of 2--29*C. To illustrate
of the strain at which measurements are made; how- the effect of change in temperature on the stress-strain
ever. as a first approximation we assume that procedure behavior we show in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) the response at
to be adequate. two temperatures (24.3 and 26.5C). The difference is

The experimental master curves are compared with so noticeable because the higher temperature is fairly
those calculated in Fig. 1. Note that a 1'. strain pro- close to the glass transition temperature. To illustrate
ducesa high stressand thus a significant dilatation.Asa the effect of strain rate we include Fig. 2tc) which
result the I %°-relaxation data should not agree well with results from an increase in strain rate by a factor of 10
the relaxation behavior for infinitesimal strain. Accord- over that in Fig. 21b). Here it is interesting to note that
ingl. we have also calculated the relaxation behavior of the range of apparent agreement with the linearly visco-

elastic behavior extends to higher stresses or strains

+We gratefull\ acknovledge Professor Tschoegl's assist- than for the slower strain rate. thus emphasizing the
ance. in %%hose laboratory %%e could perform the relasation fact that the non-linear behavior is a rate or time
measurements, related non-linearity.
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3W interest to note that the constants required for the
evaluation of the model are either determined by
measurements independent from those reported here

C B=O.16t
at i f°=0"01

a.=5.98*10--fC (coefficient of thermal volume

- .1y4. expansionlt

and bv fitting the theory to the test data with the bulk

T V C representation of eqn (28). Note also that, as mentioned
before the constant 6 = 1; this means that the mechanic-
ally (stress) induced dilatation is equal to the increase
of the free volume.| L 5 1.8 1.1 L .0 ?.$..5t L
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I INTRODUCTION

The adhesives used to manufacture structural joints are

polymeric and potentially viscoelastic. In contrast to structures

made of rate insensitive material properties it has been found

in the fracture of monolithic materials [ ]
, that failure of

structural elements having viscoelastic properties need not be

due to catastrophic crack growth increase in crack length of

an existing flaw. Instead, the element may fail after a rather

long period of time due to very slow crack growth which is

dictated by the viscoelasticity of the material. We expect the

time dependent material properties of the adhesive layer in an

adhesive joint can under proper circumstances produce similar

effects in the growth history of an interfacial unbond.

The growth history of an interface crack will clearly be

affected by the constraint offered by the adherends, particularly

through different combinations of displacements of the adherends

normal and/or tangential to the bondline. Furthermore, the local

stresses in the crack front region may be high enough to induce

a nonlinear kinematic and material response, features not

normally considered in joint analyses which are mostly based

on the linearized theory of elasticity.

These considerations have motivated two initial sets of

experiments in what is expected to be a continuing study. The

first, for stationary cracks, concerns the linearity of the response
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of the crack flank displacements resulting from adherend dis-

placements normal and tangential to the bondline. In the second

study, the effects of loading direction on the crack profile and

crack propagation rate are determined for steadily propagating

cracks.

The tools developed for these experiments as documented

in reference 1, allowed the independent prescription of dis-

placements normal to and tangential to the bondline. In addition,

that reference delineates how optical interferometry is employed

to measure the crack velocity and changes in crack profile of

an interfacial debond in a cracked butt joint. The local

fracture processes were observed and measured crack opening dis-

placement profile directly through displacement measurements with a

resolution of 0.16 pm. These direct measurements, free of any

theoretical stress analysis and its underlying assumptions,

provide the basis for exposing nonlinear effects in the adhesive

joints under study as well as for investigating various crack

propagation criteria.

We turn first to the examination of non-linear phenomena

in the next section and follow that development by the description

of the crack propagation experiments and examination of failure

criteria in section 3.
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2 EXAMINATION OF NON-LINEAR DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE FOR A

STATIONARY CRACK

The analyses used preferentially today for estimating

bond strength average out the effect of the adhesive layer.

This procedure ignores the details of the fracture processes

in the region of the crack front and assumes the thickness

adhesive layer to be negligible small. Fracture mechanics

parameters thus become functions of bond thickness and

the joint is then considered to be a monolithic body. (See

discussion in ref.2.)

The neglect of the local fracture processes has not, in

general, been confined to analysis but also to experimental

investigations because it is much easier to measure :,lobal rather

than local effects. Experiments making the same a priori

assumptions as theoretical analysis are therefore conducted which

thus may not clarify deficiencies in the modelling. However,

serious deficiences have been exposed in service environments

where factors such as temperature and humidity variations

(which affect the local fracture processes) produce an apparent

randomness to joint failure, when failure is characterized only

in terms of global parameters.

Before presenting the results for these two cases, we

discuss the general crack profile and shapes obtained in these

examinations. The specimens, as described in ref 2 were composed

of glass adherends and a polyurethane elastome, Solithane 113,
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a Thiokol product as the adhesive. Figure 1 shows a sequence

of video recordings of an interface separation recorded under

increasing applied, (normal) displacement levels. The field of

view covered in these pictures corresponds to approximately

0.6 mm, the pictures being centered on the specimen through the

thickness. Clearly the crack does not extend completely through

the thickness, but has a finger-like shape. The separation of

the crack faces is given by the order and location of the fringes

in the interference pattern. This finger phenomenon or

tunnelling mode of fracture always developed from the through-

the-thickness initial crack generated as described in Ref.l.

The width of this "finger" was found to change with the type of

loading. For displacements applied normal to the bondline, it

is approximately Wn= 0.45 mm wide, whereas a purely tangential

applied displacement produces widths on the order of

Wt= 2 m. However, the crack front still retains considerable

curvature in this case. A detailed explanation of the finger

fracture appears in Ref.2.

Let it suffice for the present purposes to characterize

the crack profile by a single lengthwise scan along the center

line of the crack (cf. fig.l). The full three dimensional shape

of the crack could be generated by a series of scans spanning

the full crack width. However, because of the immense use labor

for the requisite data acquisition and reduction in our current

non-automated system this additional information was not
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developed: it would add little to the observations we make here

in principle.

A sequence of profiles for increasing displacements

applied normal to the bond line is shown in figure 2. The fact

that the crack faces are separated when no displacement has been

applied indicates the presence of residual stresses. Thermal

stresses were eliminated by curing the specimens at room

temperature. The initial non-zero crack face separation is

therefore due to cure stresses only. It was found [2] that this

cure shrinkage is equal to that resulting from a 250 C drop in

temperature.

The resulting high deformation gradients in the crack

front region cannot be resolved fully to the crack front region

by the present crack profile measurement arrangement [1]. The

profiles shown in figure 2 are therefore incomplete near the

crack front, although the crack front location itself is well

identified. Nonetheless, in the regions where the profile can be

resolved, the resolution and consistency of the data is extremely

good. The error bars on the profiles correspond to the spatial

resolution of the microscope (6.5 pm). That is, the location of

the crack front and fringes can be determined to within 6.5 pm.

We are therefore able to make definitive statements on the

linearity of the response in the crack front region due to the

globally applied loading.
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2.1 Crack Profile Response Displacements Applied Normal

to the Bondline

The incremental response at various locations behind the

crack front due to applied displacements is obtained by deter-

mining the change in crack face separation from the initial

(or zero load) profile. We call this change in the crack face

separation (on the centerline of the crack) the crack flank

normal displacements.record it for various locations behind the

crack front as a function of the normal applied displacement in

figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the response curves for locations

as far behind the crack front as the location of the profile

maximum; figure 4 for locations beyond that in order not to

confuse the clarity of their presentation.

We see that for normal applied displacements up to about

0.5 Pm (0.1% average strain across the bond thickness) the

response is nearly the same for all locations and fairly linear.

At higher levels of normal applied displacement the response is

no longer the same for all locations, nor is it linear with

respect to the applied displacements

2.2 Crack Profile Response to Displacement Applied Tangentially

to the Bondline

We next determine the profile of the normal crack flank

displacements resulting from displacements applied tangentially
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to the bondline.

In order to examine to what degree the opening dis-

placement depends linearly on the applied displacement parallel

to the bonding the following concern must be resolved: A point

"A" on the crack surface of the adhesive experiences dis-

placements both normal and tangential to the interface (cf.

figure 5 ). Because the crack profile is measured in the deformed

state it could appear, therefore, that any non-linear dependence

of the normal displacement un could be due to the kinematic

involvement of the local tangential displacement ub. This effect

could be pronounced only if the gradient of the crack profile

were large. However, as discussed in ref [ 1] the interferonetric

fringes can be resolved only where the profile gradients are

less than 33 minutes. We, therefore, conclude that the tangential

crack surface displacement does not influence the measurement

if the crack opening displacement significantly.

Figure 5 shows that a sequence of tangentially applied

displacements do indeed produce crack flank normal displacement.

Furthermore, the crack develops a finite length with a maximum

in the crack face separation occuring near the "leading crack

front" (defined in figure 5) decreasing with much smaller

profile gradients towards the "lagging crack front". As the

tangentially applied displacements are increased in the direction

defined by the insert of figure 5, the profile gradients near

the loading crack front increase. At the lagging crack periphery,
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the gradients remain much the same but there crack closure occurs.

In fact, the profile could be fully resolved there within half

a wavelength (0.3 pm) of separation from the adherend surface.

The steepening of the profile and maximum at the leading crack

front as well as the smooth crack closure at the lagging crack

front has been predicted theoretically by Comninou and Schmueser

[3] for an interface crack at a bimaterial interface of two semi-

infinite linearly elastic bodies. Although we are dealing here

with an adhesive joint geometry of finite thickness, the

qualitative behavior could be similar . It is also of interest to

note that, if the direction of the applied displacements is

reversed, the lagging and leading crack fronts are interchanged

such that the maximum in the crack face separation moves to what

was the lagging crack front [2].

The crack flank normal displacements at various locations

from the leading crack front are shown in figure 6 as a function

of the applied tangential displacement. In contrast to the case

for normal applied displacements, one observes a pronounced non-

linear response even for small applied tangential displacements

(less than 0.5% strain). For the purpose of comparing the crack

opening displacements resulting from the two deformation modes

we draw attention to the differences in the scales of figures 3-4

and 6t Opening displacements resulting from normal applied

displacements are on the order of 20 times as large as those
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induced by tangentially applied displacements approximately

twenty times higher.

2.3 Linearity Analysis - Conclusion

We have been able to consistently and precisely characterize

the response of the region close to the crack front due to globally

applied loading. Ultimately, it is the local crack tip response

which determines the onset of fracture. Measures of the local

response have hitherto been unavailable and analyses have therefore

characterized joint failure in terms of global parameters under

assumptions of a linearised theory. The results show that for

normal displacements the linearity assumptions are indeed valid

(for strains less than 0.1%), at least to engineering accuracy.

However, in the case of displacements applied tangential to the

bondline, the local response is highly nonlinear. Linear modelling

in this case must therefore be suspect. Since even amounts of

tangentially applied displacements produce a nonlinear response,

this suspicion must also be extended to cases of combined loading.

Most joints will experience combined loads and any realistic

modelling and analysis of failure should incorporate measurements

of the local failure processes.
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SUMMARY OF THE NON-LINEARITY ANALYSIS

In view of the refined resolution of displacement

measurements we are able to identify the range of relative

adherend displacements (or thickness averaged normal and shear

strains) in which non-linear phenomena became appreciable. The

measurements are limited to monitor only normal or crack opening

displacement profiles. However, we are able to establish the

relative order of magnitude of normal displacements derived from

applied normal and from tangential displacements. The assumption

is thus near at hand that the relative difference in the crack

flank tangential displacements resulting from normal and

tangential applied displacements is also on the same order. These

order estimates become important in our subsequent analysis

(section III) of interfacial crack propagation and the search for

an appropriate crack growth criterion.

3 INTERFACIAL CRACK PROPAGATION

We turn now to phenomena associated with the growth of

an interfacial crack with the intent to examine criteria for

crack growth. Similar to the fracture of monolithic viscoelastic

solids the failure of bonded joints involving viscoelastic

adhesives is described in terms of crack growth rates which

depend on the viscoelastic material behavior and on the history

of the applied loads (or displacements) in any particular
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geometry. Any structural failure is thus the result of the crack

size accumulated during the past service of the structure.

We consider first some general observations of crack

growth behavior and discuss the experimental limitations on

determining the crack propagation velocities.

INITIAL CRACK GROWTH RESPONSE

Again, we distinguish response to normal and tangentially

applied displacements; the more general case involving their

combinations was excluded from consideration in this study. In

either case displacements of the adherends were prescribed to

follow the incremental time history illustrated in the upper

part of figure 3, each increment lasting about 500 sec. The

response of the crack was distinctly different for the two types

of applied displacements, with respect to crack opening and the

development or change in the crack plan form. Using for the

present purposes the normal displacement at the maximum as an

indicator one finds that the displacement decreases while the

externally applied normal displacements are held constant; the

converse is tone for tangentially applied displacements. This

observation is illustrated in figure 8 where AVN and AVT refers

to changes in the crack opening displacement at the profile

maximum during the time when the applied displacements are held

constant.
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This time dependent response is somewhat surprising since

in view of the uniaxial creep behavior of the model adhesive

shown in figure 7 (note that this representation is appropriate

at a temperature of 0 C). Bearing in mind that the present

measurement were performed at 60 C (corresponding to a shift

factor of 4 decades) it is indeed surprising that easily

measurable viscoelastic effects would still be present.

When the applied displacements are increased to the point

where crack propagation occurs a steady state condition is

achieved after about 10 minutes. During this time the crack grows

(expectedly) in a distinctly different manner: Under applied

normal displacements the crack would propagate in the original

finger mode (cf. middle of figure 8); under tangentially applied

displacements the initial finger geometry first widened at the

crack mouth away from the "finger tip" (cf. bottom of figure 8).

The crack would not propagate until this widening had reached--

its tip or front. Afterwards the crack would propagate with

trailing end closure as discussed in section 2, somewhat in the

form of a "bubble", the volume of which was, however in

communication with the surrounding air.

Crack propagation velocities could be measured in the range

from 10-6 to 10 - 3 in/sec. The lower limit was dictated essentially

by the experimenter's patience to determine the crack front

location for a volocity computation with about 20% accuracy. The

upper limit was determined by the field of view in the microscope
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and relative error in time measurement. At room temperature

crack propagation speeds were exceedingly slow, therefore the

specimens were heated uniformly to 600 C. Since the elastomeric

adhesive is thermorheologically simple the velocities at other

temperatures can be readily determined with the aid of the shift

factor in figure

3 INTERFACIAL CRACK PROPAGATION AT CONSTANT RATE

We expect the failure of adhesive joints using polymeric

adhesives to occur in a gradual way and, in general, under

initially very small crack propagation rates. Only in the final

stages of failure is fracture expected to occur catastrophically.

Thus it becomes necessary to examine the relationship between

critical fracture parameters and the rate of unbonding. The life

of a joint can then be estimated from a knowledge of the load

(and environmental) history to which it is to be subjected and

the resultant crack propagation rates. The number of fracture

parameters to be related to the unbonding rate will depend on how

the fracture process is to be modelled. In engineering

applications, simplicity of modelling has obvious attractions.

The optimum model is that which uses the minimum of parameters to

capture the essentials of the process. Again, one may propose to

model crack growth on the local fracture processes or by

averaging out local effects and considering only global parameters.
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Our experimental tools allow us to measure directly the local

crack profile at a particular crack propagation rate as well as

the globally applied loading which produced them. We are therefore

in a position to compare local and global crack propagation

criteria.

Some remarks on the nature of the adhesive material

Solithane are presented by way of introduction in Section 3.1.

The experimental procedure is described and some initial obser-

vations are made in section 3.2. In sections 3.3 and 3.4 the data

is presented and analyzed in order to develop and compare global

and local fracture criteria, respectively.

3.1 Solithane Material Properties

Solithane 113 is a polyurethane elastomer marketed by

the Thiokol Chemical Corporation. It is obtained by mixing a

liquid prepolymer with a catalyst. The ratio of the two components

can be varied to provide a considerable range of material proper-

ties., In the present study, or mixture of 60% prepolymer to 40%

by weight catalyst was used. Reasons for using Solithane as the

adhesive material were discussed in [1].

We further note here that it fractures under relatively

small strains (1.0%), making comparison with fracture models

based on small deformation theory more valid. The fracture

surface is featureless even at low crack propagation rates,
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indicating a brittle type of fracture. Analysis is thus

simplified by not having to account for plasticity effects. The

master creep curve, obtained in [4], is shown in figure 7.

Solithane is thermorheologically simple and its time temperature

shift curve is also shown in figure 7. Time-temperature shifting

can therefore be used to extend the range of experimentally

acceptable time scales.

3.2 Experimental Procedure and Some Initial Observations

a) Applied Displacement History

Again, two separate experiments consisting of purely

normal and purely tangential displacements were applied to the

joints. Temporal considerations limited us to these two extremes

of a range of possible combinations of normal and tangential

applied displacements. The applied displacement history in these

crack propagation tests is illustrated in figure 8. The dis-

placements were applied to the joint in a sequence of discrete

increments (AV,fig.8), each of which was held constant for 500

seconds. Since the crack profile measurement system includes a

video tape recorder, the crack front velocity could be monitored

continuously. In the interests of simplicity, crack profile

measurements were made only after the crack propagation rate

became constant (the average of at least three measurements) at

each load level.

U,
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b) Crack Velocity

The crack propagation rates that could be measured

ranged from 10- 6 to 10- 3 in/sec. The lower limit was dictated

by the length of time needed to achieve a crack front extension

such that the relative error in crack front displacement

measurement was less than 20%. The upper limit was determined

by the field of view in the microscope and relative error in time

measurement. The crack velocities obtainable at room temperature

were increased by heating the specimens to 600 C. These velocities

can be compared with tests at other temperatures using the

appropriate time-temperature shift factor for Solithane.

c) Crack Profile Measurement

Crack profile measurements clearly lend themselves to

the development of local fracture parameters such as the crack

opening displacement and crack opening gradients. While there

is a lack of uniqueness in defining just how far behind the crack

front such parameters should be defined, we had hoped to be able

to obtain such measurements as close as 2.54 Pm from the crack

front, corresponding to the spatial resolution of the microscope

used to view the interference fringes. However, the first

resolvable fringes were usually on the order of 254 pm from the

crack front. We therefore sought to fit any available data to an

analytically obtained profile so as to determine local fracture

parameters closer to the crack front than 0.254 mm.
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The choice of profiles to which to fit the data is

rather limited. There are no nonlinear analyses of the full three

dimensional cracked adhesive joint geometry. The best alternative

is provided by findings of Knowles and Sternberg [5] in the non-

linear analysis of crack face deformations in two dimensional

monolithic solids. They found for harmonic materials that the

crack profile near the crack tip followed a combination linear

and power law of the form

y = ax + bx (1)

where y is the crack face separation and x the distance from

the crack tip. The locations of the crack tip and the first two

resolvable fringes were used in a curve fit to determine the

coefficients a and b. This allowed the local fracture parameters

to be determined much closer to the crack tip (2.54 pm was

chosen).

d) Initial Observations

Cracks were initiated from both edges of the specimen.

Under normal applied displacements, both initial cracks grew to

meet eventually at the center of the specimen. As noted earlier,

the cracks did not extend completely through the thickness, but

grew in a finger or tunnelling mode, with a consistent finger

plan form thickness which was approximately one third of the

specimen thickness. However, the cracks did not meet in a

catastrophic manner. Instead, they stopped, leaving an as yet

1.
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unbonded region on the order of the bond thickness between them.

The plan form thickness of the finger then increased until the

cracks did extend completely through the specimen thickness.

The narrow initial crack, which was first brought into the

field of view of the microscope with a small normal applied

displacement from the wire-initiated location, widened under a

tangential applied displacement. The widening propagated towards

the still stationary crack front. The crack propagated only when

this widening reached the crack front. Furthermore, the crack

propagated as a bubble rather than growing in length.

Finally, it should be noted here that the crack profiles,

which were measured only when the crack propagation rates were

constant, indicated a change in crack face separation during this

time period. For normal applied displacements, the crack face

separation decreased slightly, whereas it increased slightly under

tangential applied displacements. The time dependence of these

local crack face separations during periods of constant applied

displacement imply a viscoelastic response in the bulk material

and not just in the local crack front region; a common assumption.

While not all the effects noted here are included in the

analyses presented in the following sections, it should be clear

that they would not have been noticed in an experiment measuring

only such global parameters as the applied load.
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3.3 A Global Fracture Criterion

The global parameters measured in this series of

experiments conducted for steadily propagating cracks are the

displacements applied normal to or tangential to the bondline.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between the applied displacements

and the resultant crack propagation rates for the two loading

cases. A slight velocity dependence is indicated and it can also

be seen that the displacement level required to produce a given

crack propagation rate is greater in the tangential loading case.

This latter observation confirms the rule of thumb or designing

adhesive joints in sheer and also the findings of Stone et.al.[6].

In formulating a global fracture criterion, we wish to

relate the applied displacements to the crack propagation rate.

One convenient method is through the strain energy release rate,

defined as the rate of change of strain energy with respect to

the change in crack length. Crack propagation occurs when the

strain energy release rate is greater than or equal to the fracture

(surface) energy.

The evaluation of the strain energy release rate requires

the knowledge of the stresses and strains in the adhesive layer.

An apparent modulus, reflecting the constraint of the stiff

adherends was determined on the basis of the thickness averaged

normal stress in an uncracked adhesive layer [2]. It is the

apparent modulus rather than simply the Young's modulus that is
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used here to calculate the thickness-averaged strain energy due

to a displacement applied normal to the bondline. The calculation

of the strain energy due to a displacement applied tangential to

the bondline is straightforward.

The displacements applied normal to the bondline were

such that the normal strains in the bulk of the adhesive layer

were less than 0.1%. The shear strain in the bulk of the adhesive

layer due to the displacements applied tangential to the bondline

were less than 1%. Such low strains are normally sufficient to

justify the use of linearised viscoelasticity. The change in

strain energy density is considered in regions well away from

the crack front. Further simplification to the use of linearized

elasticitywas therefore allowed by the fact that the strain rates

were low enough to preclude any viscoelastic response in the bulk

material far removed from the crack front region. Note that a

viscoelastic response in the material in the crack front region

is expected due to the high strain rates induced by the propagation

of the crack. This is reflected in a velocity dependent fracture

surface energy.

Under a displacement applied normal to the bondline, the

loss in energy due to a unit crack advance was found to be [2]

E
AUN 0f - [as(a2 + 2) - 2aN(a2 + 2)]U2 (2)

N s N Ni
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where

EG is the rubbery modulus of Solithane,

as = ts /h is the aspect ratio of the bonded region

ahead of the crack

aN = tN/h is the aspect ratio of the bonded region

ahead of the crack front

and, with reference to figure 10.

2ts = specimen thickness,

2 tN = "leg" thickness under normal loading

2h = bond thickness.

Notice here that we have been able to make a small

improvement on most global approaches in that we have accounted

for the different crack surface areas in the different loading

cases.

Similarly, under a given tangential displacement, UTo

the loss in strain energy due to a unit crack advance is

E

AUT =- (as - aT)U (3)

For crack propagation to occur, the fracture surface energy

must be equal to or exceed the rate of change of strain energy.

Since the crack length can be considered infinite with respect to

the bond thickness, and the displacements are uniformly applied,

we assume that the change in strain energy per unit crack

advance is the same as an incremental change in strain energy for
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an infinitely small crack advance. We also note that S is the

rate dependent fracture surface energy comprising the constant,

intrinsic fracture energy. (T in Ref.[4]) and the rheological

response of the material around the crack front.

Thus

S(6) = AUN + AU T

From (2) and (3) we obtain

E
S(a)= -0{f2a (a2+2) - 4aN(a2+2)}U 2 + (as-aT)U2] (4)

For our particular geometry [2], (4) simplifies to

E
S()= - [1332U = 5.92U,] (5)

and, for the present experiments, where either UN or UT are zero

we have either

S(8) = 222E U2 orN (6a)

S(6) = E.U2 (6b)

The square root of S(6) is plotted verus the crack

velocity in figure 11 by determining the applied displacements

which caused the crack to run at that particular rate. The

fracture energy is consistently greater, for a given velocity,

for the normal loading case. The greater scatter in the normal

loading case is due to the fact that different steps in applied

displacement were used in some of those tests whereas as in the

tangential applied displacement tests the loading history was
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the same in all respect and, furthermore, that the bulk visco-

elastic response (noted earlier) was dependent on the size of

the load step.

In [2] an attempt was made to account for the difference

in the two curves presented in figure 11 by using a time-shift

on the basis of a difference in cohesive zone sizes for the two

loading cases. However, the analysis showed that the cohesive

zone sizes were approximately the same. The difference was

certainly not enough to produce the shift in the curves in

figure 11. Achenbach et,al. [7] also determined that the cohesive

zone size was insensitive to load direction.

These results suggest that a critical cohesive zone size

might provide a unifying fracture criterion for all possible

combinations of applied displacements. It is clear, however, that

the global fracture criterion, incorporating the applied dis-

placements, does not.

3.4 Fracture Criteria

We distinguish between global and local criteria: We refer

to a global criterion when the stresses or displacements acting

on the test geometry are used to describe the fracture behavior.

In this case such a global criterion might relate crack growth

behavior to the energy released from the adhesive during crack

growth. It is us trivial matter to compute the energy release

rate for the crack shapes encountered here. Even if this
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computation could be performed adequately these would be little

sense in doing so because in the end one would only be verifying

the first laws of thermodynamics, a somewhat fertile exercise.

Instead we shall concern ourselves with evaluating our

experimentally derived displacement data to examine local

criteria that draw on the deformations in the crack front region.

3.5 Local Fracture Criteria

The local fracture parameters developed in this section

are obtained from measurements of the crack profile at a given

crack velocity. We evaluate three possible criteria, namely:

(a) critical crack profile gradient

(b) critical normal crack opening displacement (NCOD)

and (c) critical vectorial crack opening displacement (VCOD)

(a) Critical Crack Profile Gradient

Based on linear viscoelasticity, the local crack profile

gradient can be shown to be proportional to the stress intensity

factor. Since any local mode I and mode II deformations should

contribute to the local profile gradient and also remembering its

association with the stress intensity factor (albeit through

linearized theory), the local profile gradient might be viewed

as an effective stress intensity factor. It should therefore

account for any combinations of local deformations normal to and

tangential to the bondline. Furthermore, the crack profile

I 
_ __
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gradient could be thought of as a crack opening angle, which has

been postulated as a fracture parameter for stable crack growth

in ductile metals [8],[9].

As indicated earlier (Section 3.2.c), the crack profile

could not be determined all the way to the crack front. The

profile gradient was therefore obtained at 2.54 pm behind the

crack front by differentiating equation (1) following a fit of

the available data. In view of the tenuousness of this estimate,

another measure of the gradient was taken to be the height of

the maximum separation of the crack faces divided by its distance

from the crack tip. The two measures differed by a factor of ten

but gave otherwise very consistent results. In the following

discussion only the first measure will be used.

The results for the crack profile measurements are now

shown in figure 12 where the dependence of the velocity on the

profile gradient is plotted for the two separate cases of dis-

placements applied either normal or tangential to the bondline.

The two curves are closely parallel on the logarithmic plot with

the gradient, for a given velocity, being consistently greater

in the normal loading ease.

We have seen in section 3.3 (global criterion) that a

time-shifting of the curves there could not be justified on the

basis of a difference in cohesive zone sizes. Although we cannot

relate the crack profile gradient to cohesive zone size at this

time [2] we must suspect that such an analysis would also reveal

an equivalence of cohesive zone sizes for the two loading cases.
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The implication here is that the rheological response is in-

dependent of the loading direction and any curve shifting to

provide a unifying criterion for all possible combinations of

applied displacements must be done on the vertical axis. It is

clear, at this point, that neither the global energy criterion

nor our measure of profile gradient provide such a unifying

criterion.

(b) Critical Normal Crack Opening Displacement (NCOD)

The NCOD is the mode I crack opening displacement

commonly considered in the fracture of monolithic materials. In

the present study, it was obtained at a distance of 2.54 pm

from the crack front by fitting the crack profile data to

equation (1). In figure 13, we plot the NCOD versus the crack

propagation rate for displacements applied either normal to or

tangential to the bondline. We see, once again, that the critical

fracture parameter is different for the two loading cases; the

critical NCOD being consistently higher under the normal loading.

(c) Critical Vectorial Crack Opening Displacement (VCOD)

For a crack at a bimaterial interface, we expect the

local crack flank displacements to have components of displacements

both normal to and tangential to the bondline, even in cases of

purely normal or purely tangential applied displacements. We

have just seen that the NCOD, which only accounts for crack flank

displacements normal to the bondline, does not provide a unifying
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criterion. It therefore seems reasonable to propose a vectorial

crack opening displacement criterion (VCOD), which is obtained

by a vectorial addition of the crack flank displacement components

normal and tangential to the bondline. (figure 14).

We expect the (velocity dependent) critical VCOD to be the

same regardless of loading direction. Under a normal applied

displacement, the major contribution to the magnitude of the VCOD

comes from crack flank displacements normal to the bondline

(figure 14a), whereas a tangential applied displacement would

provide mainly crack flank tangential displacements. (figure 13b).

In addition, the fact that the critical VCOD should be the same

in both cases explains why the NCOD considered earlier would be

higher under a normal loading. With reference to figures 13a and

13b, we see that

I Nl = I Tl = SC  + VN > VT

where N is the VCOD due to a normal applied displacement

4T is the VCOD due to a tangential applied displacement

S is the magnitude of the VCOD

and VN and VT are the NCOD for normal and tangential applied

displacements, respectively.

Further support of the VCOD is provided by Achenbach et.al

[7] who found it to be a natural and consistEnt criterion it the

separation of a bimaterial interface regardless of the problem

formulation in terms of normal or tangential cohesive stress
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distributions. Finally, within the confines of linear elasticity,

it can be shown [10] that the VCOD taken at a given distance from

the crack front is equal to the square root of the sum of the

local mode I and mode II stress intensity factors. The basis for

the equivalence of the VCOD to the J integral was established

by Smelser and Gurtin [11] and finalised in [12].

Experimental support of the VCOD criterion requires the

measurement of both the crack flank normal and the crack flank

tangential displacements. In the present study, the crack

profile measurements only provide crack flank normal displacements.

The measurement of crack flank tangential displacements was beyond

the scope of this investigation, but could possibly be achieved

using speckle holography.

An estimate of the crack flank tangential displacements

was made in [2] for the separate loading cases of normal or

tangential applied displacements. For normal applied displacements,

it was assumed that the VCOD was equal to the NCOD already shown

in figure 13; i.e., the crack flank tangential displacements

are much smaller than the crack flank normal displacements. In

the case of tangential applied displacements, the results of

Rice and Shih [13] were used to estimate the crack flank tangential

displacements. In particular, it was found [2] that the magnitude

of the VCOD IsTI due to a tangential applied displacement, UT , was

STl= VCu + VZ (7)
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where V = the crack flank normal displacements as obtained

from crack profile measurements

and c = 3.16xi0 - 2 for the particular choice of geometry,

materials and VCOD location chosen for

this study.

The VCOD due to the tangential applied displacements

obtained from equation (7) is also shown in figure 13. We see

that the VCOD for the two loading cases are very nearly the same.

There is certainly an improvement over the NCOD criterion

3.6 Steady Crack Propagation Studies - Conclusion

The use of optical interferometry has provided some rather

unique observations and measurements of the local fracture

processes in a joint containing a steadily propagating interface

crack. One global and three local fracture criteria were developed

and compared on the basis of the interferometric measurements.

It was noticed that there was less scatter in the data for the

local criteria.

The global criterion, relating the applied displacements

to the fracture energy, and two of the local criteria (critical

crack profile gradient and normal crack opening displacement)

were considerably greater when the direction of the applied

displacements was normal to the bondline. A vectorial crack

opening displacement in which the components of crack opening

displacement both normal and tangential to the bondline are
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added vectorially was then postulated. However, the tangential

crack flank displacements could not be directly determined in

the present set up and were therefore estimated based on the

linearised theory. The results nonetheless indicate that the

vectorial crack opening displacement criterion provided the

most unified fracture parameter of the four criteria considered.
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